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Introduction 

Organizations over time have collected more and more data from their operational systems. 

To be able to understand what this data tells the data warehouse was created. Data 

warehouse is used for analyzing this ever-expanding data. In the beginning there was a 

couple of school of thoughts developing architecture and data models for these relational 

database technology platforms and entity-relationships models.  Chapter one illustrates two 

main styles of data warehouse: Corporate Information Factory (CIF) and Data Mart. Also, 

metadata is an important aspect of data warehouses. Role of metadata is becoming more 

critical when different source systems have arrived in the data warehouse field. 

Specifically, in the data warehouse integration process -integrating different source 

systems together – the metadata management is the key functionality. 

Chapter two presents next step in the data warehouse data model and methodology 

evolution, Data Vault. It brings flexibility and agility to the Enterprise Data Warehouse 

(EDW) building process. With data amounts getting greater and greater the scalability is 

taking central role. Data Vault promises to take care of these challenges and 

simultaneously keep data lineage and audit trail aspects on the center stage. It is vital to 

know where data comes to the analysis platform from the possibly hundreds of different 

source systems.  

Big Data concepts and tools in Data Lake environment as a next step in data warehousing 

are presented in chapter three. Big Data has brought new file formats, which must be 

ingested to the Data Lakes. The evolution of these new data formats and typical use cases 

generate challenges and opportunities. Central concepts in these file formats are row or 

column, schema evolution, split or merge and compression options. While organization’s 

operations can be scattered to different parts of the world it is important to question should 

the data be centralized or should it be distributed (based on local law regulations for 

example). One issue is also can Data Lake perform as an analytical data warehouse or does 

it need to have those two separated and work side by side.  

Management and analysis of massive amounts of data needs technology leap on the 

platforms: This keeps developers busy. Chapter four introduces some of these new 

ecosystems, which can handle data warehouses on top of the cloud-based platforms. 

Performance and scalability take the next leap while data warehouse moves to the cloud. 
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1 Classical Data Warehouse 

1.1 Relational Databases 

Relational databases and relational database management systems (RDBMS) derive from 

IBM laboratory with Edgar Frank Codd’s 1969 - 1970 publications [Cod69] and [Cod70]. 

Dr. Edgar Frank Codd (August 19, 1923 – April 18, 2003) was a computer scientist while 

working for IBM he invented the relational model for database management (theoretical 

basis for relational databases). The relational model appears as a response to the challenges 

of managing a growing amount of data. The benefits provided by RDBMSs made data a 

more accessible asset and enabled the effective applications and systems throughout 

organizations. These systems were initially individual entities that managed their 

information, and this led to an uncontrolled proliferation of data.  

Organizations had in fact data about their activities, but it was hard to find it and even 

harder to assert if it was correct. The existence of a multitude of departmental truths, solely 

based on isolated views, made the task of finding the single organizational version of the 

truth very difficult [Inm05]. This need for an organization-wide single version of the truth, 

which could be easily used by the decision support systems, triggered a paradigm shift in 

information architecture that consequently gave origin to the concept of Data Warehousing 

[ISN08]. 

1.2 Codd’s 13 Rules for Database Management System 

Codd proposed thirteen rules (numbered zero to twelve) and said that if a Database 

Management System meets these rules, it can be called as a Relational Database 

Management System (RDBMS). These rules are called as Codd's13 rules presented in 

Table 1. [Cod85] 

These rules can be applied on any database system that manages stored data. Codd himself 

realized that there is probably no vendor who can produce RDBMS complying all these 

rules. That is certain for new data management systems created for data warehousing in the 

last decade. 

Rule Zero The system must qualify as relational, as a database, and as a management system. For a 

system to qualify as a relational database management system (RDBMS), that system 

must use its relational facilities (exclusively) to manage the database. The other 12 rules 

derive from this rule. 
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Rule 1 The information rule: All information in the database is to be represented in one and only 

one way, namely by values in column positions within rows of tables. 

Rule 2 The guaranteed access rule: All data must be accessible. This rule is essentially a 

restatement of the fundamental requirement for primary keys. It says that every 

individual scalar value in the database must be logically addressable by specifying the 

name of the containing table, the name of the containing column and the primary key 

value of the containing row. 

Rule 3 Systematic treatment of null values: The DBMS must allow each field to remain null (or 

empty). Specifically, it must support a representation of "missing information and 

inapplicable information" that is systematic, distinct from all regular values (for 

example, "distinct from zero or any other number", in the case of numeric values), and 

independent of data type. It is also implied that such representations must be 

manipulated by the DBMS in a systematic way. 

Rule 4 Active online catalog based on the relational model: The system must support an online, 

inline, relational catalog that is accessible to authorized users by means of their regular 

query language.  

Rule 5 The comprehensive data sub language rule: The system must support at least one 

relational language that 

1. Has a linear syntax 

2. Can be used both interactively and within application programs, 

3. Supports data definition operations (including view definitions), data 

manipulation operations (update as well as retrieval), security and 

integrity constraints, and transaction management operations (begin, 

commit, and rollback). 

Rule 6 The view updating rule: All views those can be updated theoretically, must be updated 

by the system. 

Rule 7 High-level insert, update, and delete: The system must support set-at-a-time insert, 

update, and delete operators. This means that data can be retrieved from a relational 

database in sets constructed of data from multiple rows and/or multiple tables. This rule 

states that insert, update, and delete operations should be supported for any retrievable 

set rather than just for a single row in a single table. 
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Rule 8 Physical data independence: Changes to the physical level (how the data is stored, 

whether in arrays or linked lists etc.) must not require a change to an application based 

on the structure. 

Rule 9 Logical data independence: Changes to the logical level (tables, columns, rows, and so 

on) must not require a change to an application based on the structure. Logical data 

independence is more difficult to achieve than physical data independence. 

Rule 10 Integrity independence: Integrity constraints must be specified separately from 

application programs and stored in the catalog. It must be possible to change such 

constraints as and when appropriate without unnecessarily affecting existing 

applications. 

Rule 11 Distribution independence: The distribution of portions of the database to various 

locations should be invisible to users of the database. Existing applications should 

continue to operate successfully: 

1. when a distributed version of the DBMS is first introduced; and 

2. when existing distributed data are redistributed around the system. 

Rule 12 The non-subversion rule: If the system provides a low-level (record-at-a-time) interface, 

then that interface cannot be used to subvert the system, for example, bypassing a 

relational security or integrity constraint. 

Table 1. Codd’s 13 rules for RDBMS 

 

1.3 Entity Normal Forms 

The important in managing data is how data is structured in storage solutions and relational 

databases, specifically entity-relationships (tables and joins). Data is normalized in 

different levels of forms depending the need how data would be used. This chapter shortly 

presents entity normalization types and denormalization, which has an essential role in 

traditional data warehouse information delivery process. 

1.3.1 First Normal Form 1NF 

First normal form (1NF) says that a relation is in first normal form if and only if the 

domain of each attribute contains only atomic (indivisible) values, and the value of each 

attribute contains only a single value from that domain. The first definition of the term, in a 

1971 conference paper by Edgar Codd, defined a relation to be in first normal form when 

none of its domains have any sets as elements. According to [Cod71] a relation is in first 
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normal form if it has the property that none of its domains has elements which are 

themselves sets. [EN03] states that the domain of an attribute must include only atomic 

(simple, indivisible) values and that the value of any attribute in a tuple must be a single 

value from the domain of that attribute. 

1.3.2 Second Normal Form 2NF 

Codd gives further normalization forms in [Cod72]. Second normal form (2NF) is a normal 

form used in database normalization. 2NF was originally defined by E. F. Codd in 1971. 

[Cod71] A relation is in the second normal form if it fulfills the following two 

requirements: It is in first normal form. It does not have any non-prime attribute that is 

functionally dependent on any proper subset of any candidate key of the relation. A non-

prime attribute of a relation is an attribute that is not a part of any candidate key of the 

relation. 

1.3.3 Third normal form 3NF 

A database relation (e.g. a database table) is said to meet third normal form [Cod72] 

standards if all the attributes (e.g. database columns) are functionally dependent on solely 

the primary key. Codd defined this as a relation in second normal form where all non-

prime attributes depend only on the candidate keys and do not have a transitive 

dependency on another key. 

1.3.4 Boyce-Codd Normal form 

Boyce–Codd normal form (or BCNF or 3.5NF) is a normal form used in database 

normalization. It is a slightly stronger version of the third normal form (3NF). BCNF was 

developed in 1974 by Raymond F. Boyce and Edgar F. Codd to address certain types of 

anomalies not dealt with by 3NF as originally defined. [Cod74] 

1.3.5 Denormalization for Performance 

In online transactional processing (OLTP) solutions it is vital to get transactions executed 

efficiently while transaction manipulates only specific row(s) effectively. In online 

analytical processing (OLAP) solutions the query contains multiple, possibly millions of 

rows at the same query. 

Typical method in data warehousing to achieve performance requirements is to get data 

denormalized [SaS01]. Four prevalent denormalization strategies have been identified and 

examined under various scenarios to illustrate the conditions where they are most effective. 
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The relational algebra, query trees, and join cost function are used to examine the effect on 

the performance of relational systems. The guidelines and analysis provided are 

sufficiently general and they can be applicable to a variety of databases, in particular to 

data warehouse implementations, for decision support systems. Denormalization is a 

strategy used on a previously normalized database data entities to increase performance for 

presentation layer of Business Intelligence (BI) solution (delivery of data with reporting 

tools) and (report) response is critical to user experience. 

Inmon [Inm05] sees that normalized data model contains many tables and query has to go 

through those tables. This creates possible performance problems. Physically merging 

some of the tables helps to achieve better performance. For example, Customer and Order 

tables could be merged to Customer_Order table to get denormalized table for reporting 

purposes. Denormalization creates also redundant data but that can be accepted for data 

dissemination function. 

Denormalization suites well when there is stable number of occurrences and data is 

accessed in sequence. Data warehouse consists of time time-based orientation of the data, 

so it means data is always relevant to some moment in time creating an array by time 

(week, month). Also derived (calculated) data inside physical database design reduces the 

needed capacity to pull data out for delivery. Calculation has to be done only once and 

future requirements can access calculated field. Referential integrity (dynamic links 

between tables) is not needed in denormalized tables. [Inm05] 

1.4 Data Warehousing background 

Since the first ideas for the relational databases, proposed by Codd in 1970, the Relational 

Database Management Systems (RDBMS) have been the norm. With Codd’s ideas as a 

foundation, Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) systems proliferated within 

organizations; their features multiplied, and their applicability allowed for a big 

dissemination and adoption in a wide range of Information Systems (IS). Relational 

databases, managed in OLTP systems, became the core of information in organizations and 

business purposes [Kri13]. 

With the purpose of creating a more systemic view of the organizations’ activities, the first 

concepts of Data Warehousing emerged in the late 1970s and early 1980s [Kri13]. The 

need for transforming data from many sources into useful insights led to Enterprise Data 

Warehouses (EDW). 
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Data from data warehouses is used to analyze data. Analysis can be performed, for 

example, on the customer relationship situation, the reasons for gaining / losing customers, 

sales, purchases, and the organization’s strengths and weaknesses. The information is used 

for the benefit of the organization’s management so that they can do the right decisions 

using analysis / reporting tools. Data warehouses also play an important role as a backup of 

company information, historical information, and sharing information between different 

departments, parts, and systems of the organization. The operation of some tools is 

specifically based on data in the data warehouse, such as business information 

management software (Business Intelligence, BI). BI combines the data in the data 

warehouse as a readable presentation that provides an overview of the organization or a 

particular segment of the organization. [MoA03] 

3NF was originally built in the 1960’s for OLTP solutions. Star schema was developed to 

fix subject-oriented challenges (aggregations, query performance, support for OLAP). This 

became known as data mart. After that it was applied to enterprise data warehousing 

(EDW), where it was called Conformed Data Marts. [Lin02] 

1.5 Ralph Kimball Dimensional Modelling 

Ralph Kimball is one the central figures in the world of data warehouses and in particular 

in the definition of the dimensional modeling, a variation of the traditional relational 

model, and the basis of data warehouses’ design [Kim98]. 

 

Figure 1. Kimball Data Warehouse layers 
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Ralph Kimball started developing Data Warehouse solutions in 1990’s. His DW 

architecture vision is based on dimensional modelling. In Kimball’s methodology [Kim98] 

basic elements of the architecture in order how data moves towards reporting or 

presentation layer are: Source Systems, Data Staging Area, DW Bus including Data Marts 

and End User Data Access.  Organization can use Data Marts for Decision Support. 

Data is extracted from Source Systems (Legacy) through flat files and database 

connections. Data is the stored at the Data Staging Area, where it is processed. Data 

Staging Area can be spread over a number of machines. Processing includes cleaning, 

purging, pruning, combining, duplicate removal, standardization and conforming of data 

with these transformation phases. All this can be done with so called ETL tools. Tool can 

do the Extraction of data form Source Systems, Transformation of data inside Data Staging 

Area and Loading of data to Data Marts. 

Kimball has written a dimensional modeling manifesto [Kim97]. He compares database 

entity-relationship modeling to dimensional modeling. From Data Staging Area after 

transformation processes data is used to populate one or several Data Marts. Data Marts 

are used for query services. Inside Data Marts data is constructed to dimensional model, 

which is a specific discipline for modeling data that is an alternative to entity-relationship 

(E/R) modeling. E/R modeling is used in operational systems that seeks to remove the 

redundancy in data to enhance transactional processing. Both dimensional modeling and 

E/R techniques contain same information but goal for dimensional modeling is user 

understandability, query performance and resilience for change. 

Dimensional model includes two entity types: dimensions and facts. Fact table contains 

business measurements or metrics (revenue, number of customers) and reference keys to 

dimension tables. Dimension table contains primary keys that reference to fact table and 

textual attributes, which are used for constraining and grouping data warehouse queries. 

The original terms conformed dimensions and conformed facts were described by Nielsen 

Marketing Research to Ralph Kimball in 1984. Nielsen was analyzing scanner data from 

retail shops. Data Mart is a logical subset of data warehouse. Union of Data Marts in data 

warehouse is the same as data warehouse information content. 

Kimball [Kim98] thinks that the dimensional approach is the best way to model decision 

support data. Data Warehouse Bus Architecture contains all the dimensions and facts. 

Dimensional modeling if different from entity-relationship modeling. Kimball sees that 
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dimensional modeling is the only viable technique for delivering data to end users in a data 

warehouse. Entity-relationship modeling is useful for transaction capture. It should not be 

used for reporting data model. Entity-relationship model is a logical design technique that 

seeks to eliminate redundancy. 

Redundancy elimination makes transaction processing and transactions very simple and 

deterministic and is key to success. Transaction-oriented databases on the other hand are 

very difficult to be queried with possibly hundreds of logical entities (and inside high-end 

ERP systems maybe thousands of logical entities. This means end users are not able to 

understand or remember or navigate entity-relationship model. Cost based optimizers in 

software have har time to query model. Also, it contradicts the purpose of data 

warehousing Instead dimensional modeling seeks to present data in standard framework 

and is dimensional in a sense that it uses relational model with some important restrictions.  

1.6 Dimensions and Facts 

Dimensional model contains dimension and fact entities. Dimension tables (Product, Time) 

have single part primary key linked to fact table (Sales). This creates star-join or star model 

because these joins combine fact entity in the middle of dimension entities. 

 

Figure 2. Example of Dimensional Model Star Schema 

 

A fact entity has two or more foreign keys and thus expresses many-to-many relationship. 

Fact entity also contains numerical facts attributes. Useful facts are additive because they 
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are retrieved from maybe millions of rows to gather facts into aggregate format (sum, 

average, min, max). Dimension entities contain descriptive textual attributes, which are 

usually used as query constraints and presented in data set as headers.  

From entity relationship model data is modeled to dimensional model by separating entity 

relationship into business processes. After that many-to -many relationships that contain 

numeric and additive non-keys are selected in the entity relationship model. These are 

designed to fact entities. Next all remaining entities are denormalized to flat tables. In this 

denormalization single-part keys are connected to the fact tables. These are dimension 

entities. If dimension table is used in more than on fact table dimension table is 

“conformed” between the two-dimensional models. This dimension is then shared from 

fact table to fact table. Applications can link separate fact tables together through the 

conformed (shared) dimensions. [Kim98] 

Kimball describes the strengths of dimensional modeling as predictable, standard 

framework, withstanding unexpected changes in user behavior. Into the dimensional model 

it is also possible to add new data elements and design solutions. The logical design can be 

done independently. Query patterns can be separated from this. There are also number of 

standard approaches for handling common modeling situations (slowly changing 

dimensions, heterogenous facts, event-handling). Business rules can be attached to 

dimensional modeling, but entity relationship model has only data rules and model only the 

structure of data not the semantics of data. 

1.7 Data Model Granularity 

Data Mart should be based on the most granular (atomic) data that can possibly be 

collected and stored [Kim98]. Data mart is to be a natural complete subset of the overall 

data warehouse. Design framework has to tie data marts together. Otherwise data marts are 

incompatible views of the enterprise. Conformed dimensions and standard fact definitions 

produce something, which Kimball calls the Data Warehouse Bus Architecture. 

A conformed dimension is a dimension that means the same thing with every possible fact 

table to which it can be joined. Conformed dimension is identically the same dimension in 

each data mart. Without this the data warehouse cannot function as an integrated whole. 

This means a single dimension table can be used against multiple fact tables in the same 

database space. Also, the user interface and data content are consistent whenever the 
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dimension is used. This generates a consistent interpretation of attributes and therefore 

rollups across data marts. 

Conformed dimensions always have surrogate key that is not the production system key 

from source system. Conformed fact definitions identification is recommended to be done 

at the same time as the identification of the conformed dimensions. Same terminology is 

then used across data marts. If it is impossible to exactly conform a fact the different 

interpretations should be given different names. Fact tables should also be presented in 

granular form to avoid surprises and changes. The future extensions are then possible to do 

without total re-factoring of the model. Possible need to do data mining with data mart data 

is successful with granular data available. 

With this process it is possible to achieve level where data mart is a complete subset of the 

data warehouse since it is based on the most granular data extracted from the source 

systems. Conformed dimensions and conformed facts make it possible to have a ‘bus’ 

design.  It is easy to brought new data mart since the bus offers standard dimensions and 

parallel facts that increase expressiveness of the new data mart. 

1.8 Business Data in a Cube 

The fundamental idea of dimensional modeling is that nearly every type of business data 

can be represented as a kind of cube of data [Kim98]. Cells of the cube contain measured 

values and the edges of the cube define the natural dimensions of the data. Fact table’s fact 

is an observation in the marketplace are is usually numeric. Attributes are usually text 

fields and are descriptive.  

Dimension is a collection of text-like attributes that are highly correlated with each other. 

Drilling up to more aggregate view and down to more detailed view in dimensional model 

happens through these attributes. This means building hierarchies through these attributes.  
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Figure 3. Example of Snowflake Schema 

Dimension can be snowflaked when the low cardinality fields in the dimension have been 

removed to separate tables and linked back to the original table with artificial keys. 

Dimension attributes provide the content of most of the user interface responses. 

Dimension table attributes should contain full words, descriptive, complete with no 

missing values and documented (in metadata explaining origin and interpretation of each 

attribute. Some of the dimensions are slowly changing dimensions with occasional 

changes. Attribute value may not change but time to time description could change. There 

are three options to do this: overwrite, create new and end old value with start/end date 

method. These options in order are called type 1, 2 and 3. Type 2 and 3 partition history to 

different versions of the values. 

All dimension tables have single part keys, which are primary keys. All data warehouse 

keys must be meaningless surrogate keys, which are not presented to business reporting. 

Main thing is to avoid source system production keys. Each dimension has its own 

granularity. The granularity of the individual dimension cannot be lower than the overall 

fact table granularity. 

There are different families of fact tables. Transaction fact table follows transaction feed 

on record level from the source system. The fact record contains only single fact, which is 

a value of the transaction. Transaction -level data enables analysis of behavior in detail. 

Transaction detail enables also sequential behavior analysis for example in fraud detection. 

One fact table type is snapshot table. Transaction increment in this case is rolled and 

combined in time for certain point in time, end of month for example. One fact table type 
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is aggregates. They are stored summaries built primarily to improve query performance. 

Aggregates are stored in the separate tables. [Kim98] 

1.9 Bill Inmon’s Warehouse 

Bill Inmon defines data warehouse as “subject oriented, integrated, nonvolatile, time 

variant and a collection of data in support of management’s decision” [ISN08]. Data 

warehouse contains integrated granular historical data. Granularity in practice consists of 

solely one set of data, “single version of truth”. It is also a historical store of data. This way 

it is possible to analyze business in certain point in time and in time series. There is a great 

value in old data. The picture below describes layers in Inmon’s Warehouse: Sources, 

Staging Area, Integration layer for transformations and cleanup, Enterprise Data 

Warehouse (EDW) or Corporate Information Factory (CIF) in 3NF, and Data Marts and 

Cubes providing Business Intelligence (Reporting/Delivery). 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Inmon Warehouse Layers 

 

1.9.1 Business Need for DW 2.0 

Movement to a data warehouse architecture resulted from frustration of information 

architecture, which presented inaccurate and incomplete data, data was not timely, multiple 

versions of the same data resulted bad decisions and without documentation data had no 

value. Managerial strategic decision-making aspect of the business was the driver towards 

this direction. [ISN08]  
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Inmon’s DW 2.0 is the new paradigm for data warehousing. Costs have to be controlled. 

The metadata is the backbone of DW 2.0. Performance requirements are bigger. Archiving 

is recognized. Data is to be kept indefinitely. Data starts a life cycle when it enters data 

warehouse. 

1.9.2 Data Warehouse Variants 

With integration the application-oriented data is turned into corporate data. As a 

development project data warehouse building differs from operational system 

development. Data warehouse is built iteratively because data warehouse projects tend to 

be large. The requirements are often not known when it is first build. Building a data 

warehouse is a sort of discovery process. In contrast to Inmon’s EDW there are variety of 

data warehouse types, which Inmon calls ‘mutant variants’ listing active, federated, star 

schema and data mart concepts. [ISN08] 

The active data warehouse 

The active data warehouse performs online processing and updates. Transaction processing 

needs to have high-performance capability. Problems with active data warehouse are data 

maintaining difficulties and transaction integrity, capacity needs are based on peak hour, 

heavy statistical processing and cost from unused capacity and all detail should be stored. 

[ISN08] 

Federated Data Warehouse 

The federated data warehouse means in practice that it is not data warehouse actuallydata. 

Older legacy databases are just glued together so that databases can be accessed 

simultaneously. This avoids the integration of data. Inmon lists many fundamental 

problems with the federated approach. The performance is poor if participating database is 

running OLTP and machine capacity is limited. Database has to be accessed every time 

query is executed. 

Data integration is missing are real and serious issue with the federated data warehouse. 

Technical basis is complex since participating databases may be provided from different 

vendors and merging becomes very difficult. History is limited to a small amount. Queries 

are not repeatable in the federated environment. A different value is returned at different 

times. Also, granularity is inherited from the applications that support the federated query. 

If the user wants higher or lower granularity in the result set this could not be possible. 

[ISN08] 
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Star Schema 

The star schema includes fact and dimension tables.  Advantages of a proper data 

warehouse can be realized. If the requirements also change the changes to star schema has 

to be made or replace it with a new one. Star schema has limited extensibility since they 

are limited to original requirements. Star schema is typically optimized for one audience 

but EDW is designed to serve wider audiences. So, there is a need to create multiple star 

schemas to satisfy larger audiences. This creates multiple granularity levels between star 

schemas. While solving the problem of granularity the star schemas has to be brought to 

the lowest level of granularity. This actually contradicts creating star schemas. End Result 

is classical relational design, from which star schema concept was originally to be solution 

out from. [ISN08] 

Data mart concept provides a way to expand from smaller/reduced instance of data 

warehouse to build larger data warehouse incrementally with multiple data marts. This 

could create a problem with reconciliation of data. Different data marts give different 

numbers. Extraction from legacy systems to multiple data marts builds unnecessary burden 

to source systems. Version management and change propagation could also become 

problem while change management has to be done to multiple data marts and change of 

error grows. This requires discipline. Data marts are usually non-extensible. New data mart 

has to be built from the scratch. All in all, data mart approach could be maintenance 

nightmare according to Inmon. [ISN08] 

Data warehousing is growing popularity and numerous changes in the general data 

environment can be seen. They are volume of data, changing development approaches and 

processing methods. That is why Inmon has developed DW 2.0 architecture to serve better 

data warehousing initiatives. 

1.9.3 DW 2.0 Components 

First generation data warehouses included mostly numeric, transactional data to be 

integrated. The storage medium was not of concern. Cost was not an issue. Metadata was 

neglected. Data warehouse was a novelty, not a central foundation for organization and 

might be useful for statistical analysis. Everyone was just happy to have data warehouse 

constructed. Architecture for DW 2.0 consists of Interactive, Integrated, near line and 

archival sector (components of DW. [ISN08] 
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Interactive sector holds very current data, and it is application oriented. It is accessed very 

frequently. Integrated sector holds current data and history, which is needed for analysis. It 

is accessed frequently, sequentially and in bursts. Near line sector holds less than current 

data (relatively frequently accessed, large quantities of data very inexpensively stored) and 

Archival sector contains older data (accessed very infrequently). Life cycle of data 

determines which sector it can be found from based on probability of access and volume 

change. 

The Integrated sector is the most interesting area for the analytical point of view. 

Application and transaction data meet and become corporate data in this sector. Data 

structures is Integrated sector are subject-oriented detailed data, small amounts of summary 

data, continuous time span data and profile data. The data is granular (atomic units) and the 

data is historical (3 to 5 years) and the data comes from the wide variety of sources. 

Inmon gives thumb rule: “The more data is place on disk storage, the less the data is used.” 

That is why data in same storage area is equal to poor performance and high cost. By 

dividing data to different sectors makes it optimally serves by different technologies. 

[ISN08]  

1.10 Data Modeling in Data Warehouse 

1.10.1 Dimensional Model in Kimball’s Data Warehouse 

The dimensional data warehouse contains enterprise data in high granular format. 

Dimensional data warehouse is designed using dimensional modeling with dimension and 

fact entities. It means dimensional data warehouse consists of star schema or cubes. The 

analytic systems or reporting tools can access data from dimensional data warehouse 

directly. Dimensional modeling is a logical design technique. Data is presented in standard 

form. This enables high performance access. It uses the concepts of Entity-Relationship 

modeling with some important restrictions. Every dimensional model (DM) is composed of 

one fact table with a composite primary key. In the same schema there are smaller 

dimension tables. Dimension table has a primary key that joins to fact table’s composite 

key. All natural keys are replaced with surrogate keys. Means that every join between fact 

and dimension tables is based on surrogate keys, not natural keys. Surrogate keys allow the 

data in the warehouse to have some independence from the data used and produced by the 

OLTP systems. OLTP systems key ranges for example can vary system per system so it is 

could to have generic key base inside data warehouse. [Kim98] 
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Star schema is a logical structure that has a fact table containing factual data in the center, 

surrounded by dimension tables containing reference data, which can be denormalized. 

Facts are generated by events that occurred in the past, and are unlikely to change, 

regardless of how they are analyzed. Bulk of data in data warehouse is in fact tables, which 

can be extremely large. Important is to treat fact data as read-only reference data that will 

not change over time. Fact table includes one or more numerical measure attribute (KPI). 

Dimension tables attributes are descriptive and usually textual. Constraints can be defined 

to dimension attributes to be used in queries. Star schemas can be used to speed up query 

performance by denormalizing reference information into a single dimension table. 

[Kim98] 

Snowflake schema is a variant of the star schema where dimension tables do not contain 

denormalized data. Starflake schema is a hybrid structure that contains a mixture of star 

(denormalized) and snowflake (normalized) schemas. This allows dimensions to be present 

in both forms to cater for different query requirements. 

1.10.2 Data Model in Inmon DW2.0 

Essential part of the DW 2.0 is the data model [ISN08]. It is an intellectual roadmap to the 

many parts of DW 2.0. It gathers developers efforts and different audiences together. The 

data model is built from the business itself. It mimics the different components of the 

business.  

The scope of integration 

Data model content is to be found from the scope of integration. Without scope the data 

model can go on endlessly. Corporation’s data is basis for data model. Granular data and 

summarized data must be separated. Inmon wants to focus on granular data, not aggregated 

or summarized data. The model will never finish when data model includes summarized 

data. [ISN08] 

Levels of data model 

The data model includes different levels. In a standard data model, entity relationship 

(ERD) is the highest level, the midlevel model as a data item set and low-level model 

which is the physical model. Business’ primary subject areas are in ERD. Keys, attributes, 

and detail relationships are presented in the midlevel model. Physical characteristics of the 

data model (foreign keys , indexes) are present in the low-level model. The data model is 
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tied together so that there is meaning and order to all of the systems that constitute the DW 

2.0 environment. [ISN08] 

 

Figure 5. Bill Inmon’s DW 2.0 Sectors 

DW 2.0 Interactive Sector rules a separate data model for each application (source 

system). One major consideration of the application data models is the need for 

performance. The corporate data model describes linkage between the business 

applications and the corporate data. The corporate data model locates in the middle of 

interactive and integrated layer. The corporate data model integrates corporations’ data 

together. The true corporate view of information is projected to the data model. This view 

unifies the information. When data is loaded from Interactive Sector to Integrated Sector 

the main data transformations are done. Subject areas store the data. When data is loaded 
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to Near Line Sector all transformation or change of data models are skipped. The data 

model for the near line environment is the same as the data model for the Interactive 

Sector. As data passes into the Archival Sector it usually is in the same state as it as in the 

Integrated Sector. [ISN08]. 

1.11 Metadata 

National Information Standards Organization (NISO) defines that there are three main 

types of metadata [NISO17]: 

• Descriptive metadata describes a resource for purposes such as discovery and 

identification (title, abstract, author, and keywords). 

• Structural metadata indicates how compound objects are put together (how pages are 

ordered to form chapters). 

• Administrative metadata provides information to help manage a resource (creation date, 

file type, intellectual property rights management metadata, preservation and archive 

policy). 

Metadata is all information in the data warehouse environment that is not the actual data 

itself. In relational databases metadata can be found in a variety of forms and encodings 

[NISO17].  

In traditional information systems design, it might be stored as fields in relational database 

tables. A collection of metadata in this context is known as a record. Today, software 

systems that use this metadata model and wish to share their metadata with others 

commonly do so through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), publishing 

specification documents that external software developers can use to build tools that query 

the system and retrieve metadata of interest [NISO17]. 

1.11.1 Metadata According to Inmon 

Metadata (data about data) in data warehouse environment is crucial to be able to navigate 

through the possibilities [Inm05]. If there is no metadata available, the user does not know 

where to begin the analysis. Metadata acts as an index to the data warehouse contents. It 

helps to understand structure of the data, source systems, transformation logic and data 

model. 
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Metadata Management is also needed in data warehouse environment [Inm05]. Data 

warehouse development and operation goes through heuristic, iterative life cycle. Metadata 

reveals extraction logging, access routines for data, descriptions and definitions as well as 

relationships. There is two types of metadata: business and technical. Business metadata is 

important to businessperson and technical metadata helps operations to run and manage 

data warehouse environment. Metadata is generated from databases, ETL tools, Business 

Intelligence tools and data warehouse utilities. 

1.11.2 Metadata DW2.0 

In his DW 2.0 book Inmon emphasizes the importance of Metadata to the developer, 

maintenance technician and end user. Metadata is the key to reusability of data and 

analysis. Metadata is descriptive data. It guides to the analyst and the user where data can 

be found. The be able to track volume and diversity of data warehouse metadata plays 

important role. Also, diversity of users makes it imperative to inform users with different 

backgrounds how to use data. Metadata is essential for decision support systems 

processing to be successful. For administrative requirements fulfillment the key is to have 

better metadata to have better and easier administration of the data warehouse 

environment. [ISN08] 

Metadata types 

Inmon classifies [ISN08] four types or levels of metadata: enterprise, local, business, and 

technical. The metadata repository can be either active or passive. Metadata is the logical 

place to turn to while approaching analysis. It gives the starting point to access to data and 

find out possible sources of data. Metadata tells what have already been done for analysis 

purposes. 

Metadata is stored in directories, indexes, and repositories. and metadata is physically 

separate from data that it describes except in Archival Sector where metadata needs to be 

stored with the actual data because no-one knows how long it will be stored and 

organization’s operational model can change during archival period so much that it is 

impossible to link archival data to current environment. The metadata tells the meaning, 

format, and structure of the archived data. 

Local/Global Metadata can be local for application (tool) only or enterprise-wide (global). 

Enterprise-wide metadata contains all the local metadata repositories as master metadata or 

reference data. 
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Metadata can be divided into technical and business metadata. Technical metadata is for 

more administrative and operational purposes and business metadata (for example business 

catalog) helps businessperson to understand what data contains and where it comes from. 

Usually business metadata can be found from business glossary or similar directory 

describing necessary information about the data objects. 

1.11.3 System of Record SOR 

Inmon calls essential aspect of the data warehouse the system of record (SOR). The system 

of record is the definitive source of information for any given value of information. 

Metadata also defines the system of record (SOR). These are organization’s data subjects 

and their attributes. A unit of data is declared in the system of record. SOR is source for 

descriptions. The system of record means the one place where data is updated. If there is 

discrepancy between different occurrences, the place that has been designated the system 

of record is the correct value by default. It establishes the integrity of data in an 

environment where the same data element can appear any number of times. Current value 

refers to the accuracy of data as the moment of access. [Inm05] 

SOR is the authoritative data source for a given data element or piece of information. The 

integrity and validity of any data set is open to question when there is no traceable 

connection to a good source, such as a known System of Record. Where the integrity of the 

data is vital, if there is an agreed system of record, the data element must either be linked 

to, or extracted directly from it. In other cases, the provenance and estimated data quality 

should be documented. The "system of record" approach is a good fit for environments 

where both: there is a single authority over all data consumers, and all consumers have 

similar needs. Inmon’s DW 2.0 has Archival Sector where metadata that is associated with 

archival processing is stored with actual data. It is assumed that the metadata will be lost 

over time if it is collocated with its associated archival content data. [ISN08] 

Metadata must be maintained constantly. This is a challenge since DW environment 

changes all the time. Repository for metadata is active or passive. Associated alterations to 

passive metadata tend to be forgotten. At some point passive metadata is out of sync with 

the present. If metadata is active and system is modified, then metadata follows changes 

accordingly. Active metadata repository is preferred or recommended metadata repository 

type in SOR methodology. 
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Metadata interconnects different data sectors. Metadata documents the environment and 

guides the end user on relationships and content. This way it is easy to reuse DW 2.0 data 

objects. Metadata points to the origin of source data and business rules. Compliance of data 

can be protected with audit trail in the analytical environment. [ISN08] 
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2 Data Vault 

2.1 Data Vault Background 

The Data Vault was invented in the 90’s by Dan Linstedt at the U.S. Department of 

Defense, and the standard has been successfully applied to data warehousing projects at 

organizations of different sizes, from small to large-size corporations. 

Data Vault architecture was first published 2001. Linstedt published ’Data Vault Series’ 

part 1-5 at 2002 in tdan.com (currently he can be found in http://danlinstedt.com/) and it is 

possible to get certified on Data Vault methodology (Data Vault 2.0 Certification). 

This chapter covering Data Vault architecture and methodology is based on those series 

and two books Linstedt have written [Lin11] and [LiO15]. Pictures have been sourced 

from Linstedt’ s presentation at the Data Warehouse Institutes (TDWI) Boston seminar 

28.5.2010. [Lin10] 

2.2 Data Vault Definition 

Data Vault is a modeling methodology for the enterprise data warehouse. It is not 

something you buy, but something you implement Data Vault encompasses: Data 

Warehouse Architecture, Data Vault Modeling and Data Vault Methodology (Project 

planning, Project execution, Review, and improvement). [LiO15] 

Traditional Data Modeling (3NF data models) and Warehousing has difficulties with 

changing key structure, changing relationships from 1:M to M:M, performance at scale, 

complex loading dependencies and inconsistent history tracking. Data Vault Promises ‘All 

the data, all the time’. It is agile and flexible and also scalable. 

Data Vault architecture and structure is suitable for situations when there are many source 

systems, with sometimes contradictory facts. Also, Linstedt emphasizes auditability, which 

sometimes is required. If there is Big Data requirements, at least volume and variability, 

Data Vault should be considered as solution. One key factor could be that to simplify data 

warehousing efforts, repeatable patterns are useful in Data Vault projects. The Data Vault 

is based on mathematical principles and can scale to process petabytes of data. [LiO15] 

http://danlinstedt.com/
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The Data Vault is a ‘detail oriented, historical tracking and uniquely linked set of 

normalized tables that support one or more functional areas of business.’ Data Vault 

combines logically 3NF and star schema but performs better than both of these. It has 

elastic and adaptable design, which meets the requirements of enterprise data warehouses. 

[Lin02] 

Data vault's philosophy is that all data is relevant data, even if it is not in line with 

established definitions and business rules. Data vault modeling makes no distinction 

between good and bad data ("bad" meaning not conforming to business rules). The 

modeling method is designed to be resilient to change in the business environment where 

the data being stored is coming from, by explicitly separating structural information from 

descriptive attributes. [LiO15] 

The Data Vault is not the same as data mart. It resembles more like Operational Data Store 

(ODS). The Data Vault can process row-level raw data and does not need the same 

physical space as 3NF or star schema. The Data Vault support the normalized data models. 

Data Vault model structures are easy to understand. [Lin02] 

 

Figure 6. Linstedt Data Vault Warehouse 

 

2.3 Limitations of Modeling Techniques 

3NF and star schema performance and other weaknesses were realized in the 90’s with 

increased data volumes. The Data Vault architecture is designed to tackle these 

weaknesses. But at the same time keeping 3NF and star schema advantages. The Data 

Vault can be described as the next generation of EDW data modeling tool. Different 
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modeling techniques are limited when used in EDW environment since they are not 

necessarily designed for specific task but adapted to it. 3NF problematic lies in parent-

child complexities due to time driven primary key issues. 3NF creates cascading change 

impacts and it has challenges in near real time processing. Also, drill-down analysis is 

difficult to do in 3NF. 3NF is based on top down architecture, therefore also the 

implementation follows that. [Lin02] 

Scalability and flexibility are challenges of forementioned data model architectures. While 

adding extra parent table, this propagates the change to child table structures (cascading 

effect). Additions and maintainability become difficult in data model. If dimension is 

needed to add to be linked to fact table, it can change granularity of the fact table. Fact 

tables should not be linked together even if there is the same dimension key defined. In this 

situation facts should be on the same granularity level (aggregated). While EDW grows 

over time, the maintainability will be almost impossible. [Lin02] 

Linstedt recommends architecting data warehouse top down and implement it bottom up. 

Architecture limitations are able be seen in forehand: at the same it easy control the scope 

of the implementation. In this way deliveries can be speed up. Future needs will be better 

met with this kind of data warehouse architecture and design. [Lin02] 

The Data Vault data modeling techniques are based on referential integrity and many to 

many relationships. Data model reduces data to minimum and data vault hub entities 

contain business information keys. This makes the Data Vault scalable and auditable. Data 

Vault can be built iteratively, and data model components can be added without tedious 

and time-consuming refactoring. [Lin02] 

2.4 Data Vault Components 

Data Vault design is simple. In data model there is basically Hub, Link and Satellite 

Entities. Hub entities represent business functions. Hubs are integrated together with Links. 

Satellites collect context attributes to Hubs. This structure provides flexibility and 

scalability to the data model. [Lin11] 
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Figure 7. Data Vault Components 

 

2.4.1 Hub Entities 

Hubs are the main pillars of the Data Vault model and consist of unique list of business 

keys (part number, invoice number). Business key should have a low propensity to change 

since it tracks, identifies, and locates information. Hubs track the arrival of a new business 

key in the data warehouse and keep together the operational context. [Lin18] Hub also 

includes metadata attributes: Surrogate Key (optional), Load Date and Source System for 

traceability.  

 

Figure 8. Hub entity containing Business Key 

The Hub stores the business keys as single instance. If surrogate keys are used, they are 

mapped to business keys 1 to 1 and can never change. Only the Hub primary keys are 
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replicated to Satellites and Links. Satellites can be joined to other entities only with the 

business key. Granularity level is lowest possible linking Satellites with the business key. 

[Lin02] 

2.4.2 Link Entities 

Links represent many-to-many 3NF relationships. Link joins two or more business keys 

together in relation. Link includes the following metadata attributes [Lin18]: Surrogate 

Key (optional when joining more than two Hubs), Hub 1 Key to Hub N Key, Load Date, 

and Source System.  

 

Figure 9. Link entity 

This compares to 3NF many-to-many relationship, which resolve scalability and flexibility 

challenges in EDW environments instead of OLTP systems. Data Vault represents 

relationships dynamically. Link structure creates this relationship when the business keys 

are loaded to data model. This relationship can be ended with updating effective date in 

Satellite or with deletion.  In this way relationships can be built dynamically with data 

mining exploration analysis and automation. [Lin18] 

2.4.3 Satellite Entities 

Satellite Entities give Hub keys the information context. This information changes over 

time and Data Vault must has the capability to store new or the changed information data 

keeping granularity as low as possible. The Satellite includes the following attributes 

[Lin18]: Satellite Primary Key (Hub or Link Primary Key) together with Load Date and, 

Source System.  
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Figure 10. Satellite entity 

The Satellite is similar as Type 2 dimension entity in Kimball’s framework. Deltas are 

stored in lowest granularity. Data redundancy and rate of change are built into the design. 

[Lin18] 

2.5 Building a Data Vault 

The Data Vault building process follows these guidelines [Lin02]:  

1. Hubs are modelled. Business keys must be chosen carefully, and they should cover 

the Data Vault scope.  

2. Links are modelled. The key relationships are created between business keys.  

3. Satellites are modeled. They formulate the relationship with the business keys to the 

Hubs and Links joining the Hubs.  

Reference rules for Data Vaults, adapted from ‘Data Vault Data Modeling Specification v 

2.0.2’ [Lin18]: 

1. Hub keys cannot transfer to the other Hubs. It is not possible to have hierarchical 

parent child relationships.  

2. Hubs connect to each other only through Links.  

3. Links join minimum two Hubs together.  

4. Hub business keys and primary keys are never changed.  
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5. Loading Satellites is done using delta mechanism so that there will be no duplicates.  

The scope is flexible to modify and there are no limitations to scalability. Data Vault can 

be modeled incrementally adding new Hubs and Satellites. Links present the functional 

areas how Hubs interact, and they can be reformatted and built again. [Lin02] 

The data vault modelled layer is normally used to store data. It is not optimized for query 

performance, nor is it easy to query by the reporting tools. These end-user computing tools 

prefer their data to be contained in a dimensional model and a conversion is usually 

necessary. The Hubs and related Satellites on those hubs form logically dimensions and the 

Links and related Satellites form logically fact tables in a dimensional model. It is easy 

then to create a prototype of a dimensional model using views for example. 

2.6 Data Vault Solves the Issues of Data Warehouse Architectures 

3NF and star schema are problematic in enterprise data warehousing as they were not 

supposed to be used for this functionality. The volume of data increases all the time when 

operational systems produce data to be loaded to the data warehouse. Problems exists in 

maintaining, querying, and changing these models. 

Volume is a problem for star schema but not necessarily to 3NF. Volume pushes 

conformed dimensions and facts to the limits. DBAs need to define partitions, and 

granularity changes per requirements are constant task for operations and maintenance. 

The Data Vault normalized data model with lack of redundancy signifies better 

performance and maintenance burden is lowered. The Data Vault can be implemented and 

deployed to different platform types and distributed data is usable together. [Lin02] 

2.7 Business Rules Management in Data Vault 

Keeping audit trail intact and reliable is an important part of Data Vault. This can be 

achieved pushing business rules later in the data flow in data warehouse layers. Business 

rules are data transformation regulations like valid attribute ranges, constraints, filtering 

conditions, aggregation steps, calculation logic or entity relationships. Business rules are 

usually implemented in the ETL -process. If business rules are applied too early the 

process might change data and make audit trail and data lineage unsecure as in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11. Business Rules applied too early in the process 

Better would be to apply rules after data vault is loaded as in Figure 12. First load a raw 

data vault data warehouse. After that, the business rules are moved to the downstream and 

applied to the presentation layer marts accordingly. This gives opportunity to the end users 

to manage business rules if there is a change in business logic or unused business rules can 

be deleted as obsolete. 

 

Figure 12. Business Rules applied after the Data Vault is loaded 

This ensures data can be traced to the source as it was, and records are not tampered. The 

situation in the source system can be generated as it was at the certain time point. 

2.8 Automating Transformations in Data Loads 

Since Data Vault data modeling structures are generic it could be useful to automate 

creation of data load transformations. Data Vault ETL transformation processes are 
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structurally identical in many ways. Study team [PRA+10] created proof of concept with 

PL/SQL to generate automatically ETL code. Data Vault modeling transformation rules 

and structures guide the population process of Data Vault objects.  

Data warehouse objects are constrained with Data Vault modeling. These constraints and 

table loading guidelines help generate the transformation code. General templates for each 

entity are generated from loading guidelines.  

Principles for populating Hub, Link and satellite entities have been presented earlier. A 

hub stores business key values. A link associative the hubs. A satellite holds descriptive 

hub or link information. 

[PRA+10] used information model data map model for automated transformation. This 

includes information of source structure and target structure. Transformation automating is 

based on the data flow information and model structure. Generation of create table clauses 

are sourced from Data map model. This defines the data model of the data warehouse. 

According to [PRA+10] transformation generation happens data warehouse existing data. 

It also uses the information on data flows. These entities are generated from Data map: 

create table statements, insert statements for Data Vault tables, views for satellites and 

links, and transformations. Deliverable generation needs no human effort with this 

automation.  

Model first then data was chosen to define data warehouse structures. Model first saves 

time compared to first generate model from source systems. How Data map is populated 

depends on the strategy selection. ETL has been historically based on batch load 

operations. The data map approach can be used for streaming (online) transformation 

generation as well. [PRA+10] 
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3 Data Lake 

3.1 Big Data 

Big Data has emerged as a concept in the last decade. One instrument on this technology 

leap was recognizing the limitations of conventional data warehousing. The traditional data 

warehouse solutions were not designed to handle the volume, variety and complexity of 

today’s data. Big Data systems designed to address these shortcomings and accommodate 

the data access and analysis that organizations now require. New challenges include more 

numerous and varied data sources, traditional architecture performance bottlenecks, 

scalability problems with conventional data warehouses and recent, alternative data 

platforms require special skillsets. 

Big Data is produced in huge amounts, petabyte-scale (more often on NoSQL databases). 

Organizations use Big Data to try to analyze the current market situation and predict future 

trends and consumer behavior. The data collected from the traffic makes routing 

recommendations that circulate the most congested areas. Research institutes analyze data 

from opinion polls and social media. [Sal13] 

Big Data is a collection of large data items that cannot be processed using traditional 

computing techniques and is usually unstructured. Big Data is not one specific technology 

but consists of several business areas and technologies. The challenge is to find the 

essential information from the data that can be of practical use. This is called data mining. 

Once the essential information is found, it must be interpreted correctly so that it can draw 

the right conclusions. In many cases, data is combined from different sources to get a 

complete picture. [McK15] 

The data science profession examines the data and makes practical suggestions on how, for 

example, a research institute or company should respond to a new trend and present these 

suggestions to the company's management. Thus, a data scientist is not just an analyst, but 

also needs to be able to make practical suggestions based on data and analysis. Many 

universities have started to organize courses on the subject. The Department of Computer 

Science at the University of Helsinki offers a Master of Science (MSc) degree in Data 

Scientist [DaS20]. Programme prepares to understand the general computational and 

probabilistic principles underlying modern machine learning and data mining algorithms. 

Also, student knows how to apply various computational and statistical methods to analyze 

scientific and business data. Programme also covers data collection and implementation of 
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machine learning solutions on high-performance computing platforms and analysis of 

scientific and industrial data to devise new applications and support decision making. This 

description is a good example what modern day data scientist’s expected competence 

entails. 

Big Data can be characterized by the following features [HSH+15]: Volume, Variation, 

Value, Velocity, and Veracity. 

 

Figure 13 Five V’s of Big Data characteristics 

Volume refers to the quantity of data gathered by a company. This data must be used 

further to gain important knowledge. Enterprises are filled with ever-growing data of all 

types, from terabytes to petabytes of information. 

Velocity refers to the time in which Big Data can be processed. Sometimes it is very 

important to be able to process data fast to maximizes efficiency. 

Variety refers to the type of data that Big Data can contain. Data can be structured or 

unstructured. Big Data consists in any type of data, including structured and unstructured 

data such as text, sensor data, audio, video, click streams and log files.  

Value refers to the important feature of the data which is defined by the added value that 

the collected data can bring to the intended process, activity, or predictive 

analysis/hypothesis.  
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Veracity refers to the degree in which a leader trusts information and finds the right 

correlations in order to make a decision.  

Big Data challenges include data availability, data management, storage, retrieval, sharing, 

data transfer, analysis, and presentation. These challenges are traditionally handled by 

database servers managed by organizations.  This works well when dealing with low 

volume data volumes. In the case of large amounts of data, data cannot be processed 

anymore because individual database servers do not scale sufficiently and form a 

bottleneck. 

Google solved this problem with an algorithm called MapReduce. The algorithm divides 

the task into smaller parts and divides the calculation into many servers. The algorithm 

then combines the results and sets up the finished result set. [Deg04] This means 

calculation can be done on commodity servers on scalable and distributed data centers (in 

the ’cloud’). 

3.2 NoSQL 

NoSQL emerged with the new class of databases supporting high-speed data in pseudo-

database environment but were not oriented completely toward SQL. The name NoSQL 

was created by Eric Evans 2009 in user group meeting where discussion was about 

nonrelational and non-SQL-driven databases. NoSQL databases are used more and more in 

Big Data and real-time web applications. NoSQL databases can be classified into four 

subcategories [Kri13]: key/value pairs, column family stores, document databases, and 

graph databases. 

3.3 CAP Theorem 

Big Data solutions rely on distribution. Eric Brewer presented in 2000 the CAP theorem, 

which defines three core systemic requirements to design and deployment of applications 

in a distributed environment. The three requirements are consistency, availability, and 

partition tolerance (CAP). CAP theorem states that in distributed data system, two of the 

following three requirements can be guaranteed: consistency (all data available at all nodes 

or systems), availability (every request is responded), and partition tolerance (the system 

will operate irrespective of availability or a partition or loss of data or communication). 

This kind of architecture model is called BASE (basically available soft state eventually 

consistent) architecture opposed to ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability). 

[Kri13] 
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3.4 Data Lake on Hadoop Platform 

3.4.1 Data Lake Definition 

Chief Technology Officer for Pentaho, James Dixon invented the term Data Lake in 2010. 

A Data Lake is a centralized repository capable of storing structured and unstructured data. 

Data can be stored as it is coming from source systems. This avoids structuring the data 

before loading. Data Lake is used to run different types of analytics from Big Data 

processing to real-time analytics, and machine learning. [AWS20] The goal is to enable 

organizations to explore, refine, and analyze petabytes of information without a pre-

determined notion of structure. 

A Data Lake stores data in raw format (binary large objects, files). A Data Lake 

stores/copies source system data, sensor data, social data etc. Data Lake stores also 

transformed data (reports, visualizations, ML/AI). Data Lake stores unstructured binary 

data (images, audio, video), semi-structured data (logs, XML, JSON, CSV) and structured 

data (RDBMS). Data Lake can be established on-premises within an organization's data 

centers or in the cloud using cloud services from vendors such as Amazon, Microsoft, or 

Google. [StM14] 

Over the last decade, the need to manage Big Data has become bigger and bigger problem 

in industry. As a result, the options for Big Data management systems has grown fast. The 

Hadoop stack is a good example with innovations at the storage (HDFS), execution 

(Hadoop MapReduce), resource management (Hadoop YARN), and standard SQL query -

like data store layers (Apache Hive).  

3.4.2 Hadoop Overview 

Google's Doug Cutting and his team developed an open source project which later became 

Apache Hadoop1. Hadoop runs applications using MapReduce algorithm to process data 

simultaneously in smaller batches. With Hadoop developers develop applications that can 

perform complete statistical analysis on large amounts of data. [Whi15] 

Hadoop is an open source programming framework written by Apache with Java, which 

can process large amounts of data on computer clusters using relatively simple 

programming models. The aim is to develop open source software for reliable, scalable and 

distributed computing. 

 

1 https://hadoop.apache.org/ 
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The Hadoop application works in an environment where recording and computing are 

distributed to computer clusters. Hadoop can scale from a single server to thousands of 

computers, each of which can perform local computing and storage. 

The Apache Hadoop is a framework and software library. Hadoop is used for distributed 

computing large data sets in commodity server computer clusters. Instead of relying on an 

hardware-based high availability system, the program library is designed to detect and 

manage application layer error situations. In this case, the service itself is a high 

availability service. 

The Apache Hadoop project includes the following modules: 

Hadoop Common: These tools support other Hadoop modules. 

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS): A distributed file system capable of fast 

throughput and connectivity to data enabling to store data in its native format. 

Hadoop YARN: A cluster resource management and scheduling framework  

Hadoop MapReduce: YARN-based system for parallel processing of large data sets. 

3.4.3 Hadoop Architecture 

Hadoop architecture consists of basic HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) 

components for programming environments, programming languages, and services that run 

the application. Hadoop's architecture has two main layers: 

(a) processing / counting layer (MapReduce); 

b) storage layer (Hadoop Distributed File System). 

MapReduce is a model for parallel programming that can be used to program distributed 

applications for efficient processing of a wide array of data (multi-teradata sets) on large, 

thousands of nodes (affordable) clusters reliably and safely [Deg04]. The MapReduce 

program is run in Hadoop, which is Apache's open source programming architecture. 

The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is based on the Google File System (GFS, 

[GGS03]) and provides a fail-safe distributed file system, which is intended to run on a 

standard low-priced server hardware. HDFS has many of the same features as existing 

distributed file systems. HDFS is used for high performance access to application data, 

specifically for large data sets. 

In addition to the two core components, the Hadoop frame includes two modules: 

-Hadoop general Java libraries and services that other Hadoop modules need. 
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-Hadoop YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator): Scheduling tasks and managing 

cluster resources. (YARN has only come into use with Hadoop 2.0) 

How does Hadoop work? 

The acquisition of large heavy-duty servers capable of performing high-class processing is 

costly. Alternatively, a large number of low-cost base servers can be combined to work 

together as one functional distributed system. In addition, clustered servers can read data 

sets simultaneously in parallel, resulting in a faster throughput rate. This provides a much 

more cost-effective solution. [MRT19] 

Hadoop runs the code together on the clustered computers. Key Features Hadoop 

Performs: 

• Data is initially run in directories and files that are distributed uniformly to either 128M 

or 64M blocks (128M recommended) 

• Files are distributed to cluster notes for processing 

• HDFS monitors processing on the local file system 

• The blocks are replicated for hardware-level defects 

• Check if the code has been successfully run 

• Performs sorting between the Map and Reduce phases 

• Directs the sorted data on a specific computer 

• Write debugging logs for each task 

 

The Hadoop cluster can be run in three supported modes. The first option is a local 

standalone that drives a single Java process. Another option is to run pseudo-distributed 

mode on a single machine, whereby each Hadoop daemon such as HDFS, YARN, and 

MapReduce is executed as its own Java processes. This is especially suitable for the 

development phase. The third mode is fully decentralized, i.e. the application is executed 

in a cluster of at least two separate machines. 

3.4.4 Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) 

Key to the HDFS is the HDFS design goals, the read and write process, the main 

configuration parameters that control performance and fault tolerance, and through which 

different channels HDFS data can be accessed. [HDFS] 
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The Hadoop file system was developed on the basis of a distributed file system. Unlike 

other distributed file systems, HDFS is highly fail-safe and designed for use in low-cost 

computers. 

HDFS provides capacity for a large amount of data with easy access. A large amount of 

data is stored safely on multiple computers so that the hardware level problem does not 

cause data loss. At the same time, data can be processed in parallel with several computers. 

Hadoop provides an interface for commands that can interact with HDFS. The HDFS built-

in name node and data node serve users to easily check the cluster status. At the HDFS 

level, file rights and authentication are taken care. The HDFS follows the client server 

architecture. 

 

Figure 14. HDFS Architecture 

Name node 

The name node contains the software required for the GNU / Linux operating system and 

the name node. The name node acts as a host server and manages the file system 

namespace. The name node also controls access to files by clients and performs file system 

operations (renaming, opening and closing files and directories). 

Data node 

The data node contains the software required for the GNU / Linux operating system and 

the data node. For each node in the cluster, there is a data node that manages the data 

storage in the system. The data node performs read-write operations to the file system 

according to the client's requests. In addition, the data node generates, deletes, and 

replicates the blocks according to the name node instructions. 
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HDFS Goals 

Fault tolerance and recovery from error situations: HDFS contains a large number of low-

cost components, so that component failures may occur regularly. Therefore, the HDFS 

includes mechanisms for rapid and automatic detection and recovery of error. 

Massive Data Sets: HDFS consists of hundreds of nodes per cluster to manage applications 

for large data sets. 

Calculation efficiency: The required task can be performed efficiently when the calculation 

is done near the location of the data. Especially for large data sets, the calculation method 

reduces network traffic and increases throughput times. 

3.4.5 MapReduce Basics 

MapReduce is a processing technology and program model for distributed computing. 

MapReduce algorithm includes two steps: Map phase and Reduce phase. [MRT19] Map 

(Mapper or Gatherer) takes a set of data as input and converts the data into a result set with 

records (key / value pairs) of individual elements. Next, Reduce (Reducer or Collector) 

takes the Map result set as its input and collects the records into a smaller set of records. 

The Reduce phase is always performed after the Map step. 

o The Map phase processes the feed data, which is usually in files or directory. The feed 

data is stored in the Hadoop file system (HDFS). The feed file is executed in the Mapper 

module line by line. From the processed data, several smaller data pieces are formed. 

o The Reduce stage combines a shuffle and the actual Reducer module. Processing results 

in a new set of results that are stored in the Hadoop file system. During MapReduce's 

work, Hadoop sends Map and Reduce tasks to appropriate servers in a cluster. Once the 

tasks are completed, the cluster collects and compiles the data into a suitable result set and 

sends it to the Hadoop server. 

MapReduce's greatest benefit is its easy scalability for data processing on multiple 

computing servers. 

In MapReduce, data processing computing units are called Mapper and Reducer. Splitting 

a data processing application into Mapper and reducer is sometimes non-trivial. But when 

the application is written to MapReduce, scaling to hundreds or thousands of machines in a 

cluster is just a configuration change. That is why many programmers are happy to use the 

MapReduce programming architecture. 
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MapReduce's task tends to divide the input data into independent chunks, which are 

processed in the Map module fully parallelized. Next, the software framework arranges 

Map result sets that are given as inputs to the Reduce module. Usually both input and 

result sets are stored in the file system. The software framework takes care of scheduling 

tasks, monitoring, and performing needed reruns for failed tasks. 

In standard scenario, computation and storage operations are performed on the same nodes. 

The same set of nodes run the execution of MapReduce on the Hadoop Distributed File 

System (HDFS). Then the YARN software framework efficiently schedules tasks with 

nodes where data is locally available due to this configuration. The end result is a very 

high performance and broadband across the cluster. 

YARN includes one main resource manager (RM), one for the previous subordinate node 

manager (NM), and one MapReduce application manager (AM) per application. 

MapReduce is just one of the applications running on top of YARN. [VMD13] 

 

Figure 15. MapReduce running on YARN Architecture [YARN] 

 

The applications define the locations of the input / result sets in the cluster and provide 

Map / Reduce functions with implemented interfaces and classes. These and other work 

parameters form a task configuration. 

The Hadoop job client delivers the job (jar, etc.) and the configuration to the resource 

manager who takes responsibility for the program and configuration spreading for the 
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server machines, takes care of task scheduling and monitoring, and generates job status and 

diagnostics for the client. 

3.5 Spark 

Although the Hadoop software framework has been implemented in Java, MapReduce 

does not necessarily need to be written in Java. Programming languages are suitable for 

example Python, Scala, PHP and R. Apache’s Spark2 is programmed with Scala. The 

general recommendation is to program Hadoop applications on Java and Spark 

applications on Scala. Apache Spark is an important alternative to Hadoop MapReduce. 

Spark has a performance advantage over Hadoop MapReduce, especially for iterative 

algorithms based on memory-based intermediate storage. [SPARK] 

3.6 Data Lake Tools 

3.6.1 Evolution of data and ingestion 

Data formats from comma separated values to database storage formats have had a 

concurrent in new formats like Avro, Parquet and JSON. In the evolution process some of 

the Codd’s 12 rules does not fully hold any more. Ingestion of this type of data can be 

managed with tools like Flume and Sqoop. 

3.6.2 Avro 

Apache Avro3 is a data serialization system. Avro provides a) rich data structures, b) a 

compact, fast, binary data format, c) a container file, to store persistent data and d) remote 

procedure call (RPC). Avro integrates with dynamic programming languages. It is not 

required to read or write data files or implement RPC protocols for code generation. 

Avro has rich schema resolution capabilities as it relies on schemas. Avro schemas are 

usually written in JSON and data is usually encoded using a binary format. While reading 

Avro data also the self-describing metadata in schema is in place. The schema used to read 

data need not be identical to the schema that was used to write the data. Avro supports in 

this manner schema evolution. Avro data in file is stored with its schema. Any program 

can then process file at any later occasion. If different schema is expected for program to 

read there is no conflict. Both schemas are on the place. [Whi15] 

 

2 https://spark.apache.org/ 

3 http://avro.apache.org/docs/current/ 
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Avro supports dynamic typing and code generation is not a necessary operation. Schema 

together with data does not need static datatypes and generic processing language can be 

used. Type information is not needed to associate with data and serialization size is 

considerably smaller. In case the Avro schema changes the field naming can separate old 

and new schema. Avro specifies an object container format and objects are sequenced. 

Avro datafiles support compression and the can be split. This is useful in for example 

MapReduce data input format. Avro provides APIs for serialization and deserialization, 

which makes Avro’s integration with other existing systems useful. Avro defines a natural 

sort order for objects; numeric types are ordered by ascending numeric value. [Whi15] 

3.6.3 Parquet 

Apache Parquet4 is a columnar storage format available to any project in the Hadoop 

ecosystem, regardless of the choice of data processing framework, data model or 

programming language. Parquet columnar data format is also compressed lowering the 

storage costs. Compression can be done on column level. Hadoop platform projects can 

use it efficiently because it stores nested data, specifically complex ones with several 

nested levels. File size and query performance are optimized in this format. Google’s 

Dremel paper [MGL+10] describes how Parquet uses a novel technique for storing nested 

structures (nested name spaces are flattened) in a flat columnar format with little overhead. 

For each value written, the structure is encoded by means of two integers: the definition 

level and the repetition level. Parquet file contains header and block. Each block in a 

Parquet file stores a row group, which is made up of column chunks containing the column 

data for those rows. The data for each column chunk is written in pages. [Whi15] 

Parquets’s nested fields can be read independently of other fields, which improves 

performance significantly. Query engine can skip over columns that are not needed to 

answer to query. Parquet uses compact encoding, including delta, run-length, and 

dictionary encoding, which is stored in the file metadata. Parquet chooses automatically 

right encoding when writing files.  If new encodings are invented Parquet can also support 

those implementations. Most of the Apache data processing components understand the 

Parquet format (MapReduce, Pig, Hive, Cascading, Crunch, and Spark). [Whi15] 

 

4 https://parquet.apache.org/documentation/latest/ 
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From data warehousing perspective it is interesting that Parquet files can be loaded to 

Google BigQuery and Azure Data Lakes covered briefly in chapter four. 

3.6.4 JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) 

JSON5 (JavaScript Object Notation) is a data-interchange format. It is easy to read and 

write. Machines can easily parse and generate JSON. JSON is a language independent text 

format. JSON has conventions, which are used to C-family users (C, C++, C#, JavaScript, 

Perl, Python, Java). Therefore, JSON is a usable tool for interchanging data between 

languages. JSON is collected from name/value pairs. Data types are record, struct, object, 

hash table, dictionary, associative array, or keyed list. JSON presents data in list of values 

in ordered format. JSON data types are strings, numbers, Booleans, and null. There is also 

structured data types objects and arrays. 

The encoding of the values is the same as for XML (base64), but JSON does not have 

nameless data fields.XML cell data is returned between name tags, but JSON must specify 

key/value pairs, so there is no immediate counterpart available. That is why JSON has a 

special field called ’$’. The value of the dollar field is the cell data. [Geo11] 

3.6.5 Flume 

Hadoop is built for processing very large datasets. Data is not always in HDFS and many 

systems produces data in streams. Flume6 can be used in these scenarios. Flume is 

designed for high-volume source ingestion into Hadoop of event-based data (typically log 

data, network traffic data, and social media generated data) for aggregation, storage, and 

analysis. A usual destination (’sink’) is HDFS. A flume installation is made up of a 

collection of connected Flume agents (JVM) running in a distributed topology. Agents in 

the edge of the system collect data and forward it to agents that are responsible for 

aggregating and the storing data in its final destination.  Agents can be grouped to tiers. 

The first tier collects events from the original sources and sends them to a smaller set of 

agents in the second tier to be aggregated further. Sinks can create also a group containing 

multiple sinks treated as one for failover or load-balancing. [Whi15] 

 
5 https://www.json.org/json-en.html 

6
 https://flume.apache.org/documentation.html 
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Figure 16. Flume Data Flow Model 

A Flume event is a unit of data flow, which include a byte payload and an optional set of 

string attributes. A Flume agent process hosts the components through which events flow 

from an external source to the next destination (hop). The external source sends events to 

Flume in a format that is recognized by the target Flume source. For example, an Avro 

Flume source can be used to receive Avro events from Avro clients or other Flume agents 

in the flow that send events from an Avro sink. Events are stored into channels, which are 

passive stores. The channel keeps the event until it’s consumed by a Flume sink. The sink 

removes the event from the channel and puts it into an external repository like HDFS. The 

source and sink within the given agent run asynchronously with the events staged in the 

channel. [FLUME] 

Flume uses separate transactions to guarantee delivery from the source to the channel and 

from the channel to the sink. The source will only mark the file as completed once the 

transactions encapsulating the delivery of the events to the channel have been committed. 

Transactions make Flume reliable in distributed implementation. For efficiency, Flume 

tries to process events in batches for each transaction instead of one by one. Large datasets 

Flume can partition into subsets by time. Events Flume can deliver to multiple channels 

(fan out) to reach multiple sinks with selectivity option if multiplexing selector is set in the 

source so that particular events are sent to one channel and others to another. [Whi15] 

 

3.6.6 Sqoop 

To interact with data in storage repositories outside of HDFS, MapReduce programs need 

to use external APIs. If data is stored in structured data stores as in RDBMS it would be 
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useful to interact also with that data. Apache Sqoop7 is an open source tool that allows 

users to extract data from a structured data store into Hadoop for further processing. After 

data is processed and the results are ready, Sqoop can bulk export results back to the data 

store. Sqoop can spawn multiple tasks to export slices of the data in parallel. Tasks can 

complete at different times so results from one task may be visible before the results of 

another task. Sqoop commits results every few thousand rows and intermediate results are 

visible while the export continues. [Whi15] 

Sqoop automates most of this process. Sqoop is relying on the database.  The database 

describes the schema from where data is to be imported. Sqoop uses MapReduce to 

import/export data, which provides parallel operation as well as fault tolerance. The input 

to the import process is either database table or mainframe datasets. For databases, Sqoop 

will read the table row-by-row into HDFS. For mainframe datasets, Sqoop will read 

records from each mainframe dataset into HDFS. The output of this import process is a set 

of files containing a copy of the imported table or datasets. [SQOOP] 

The import process is performed in parallel. For this reason, the output will be in multiple 

files. These files may be delimited text files or binary Avro or SequenceFiles containing 

serialized record data. Sqoop can also import data incrementally so that data in HDFS is 

kept synchronized with the data stored in the database. [Whi15]  

This is similar as a standard relational database function change data capture (CDC), which 

is frequently used in loading data warehouses. 

3.6.7 Kafka 

Event streaming is part of the continuous online data processing systems. Source systems 

can vary from databases to mobile devices. Data is captured in real-time and the data 

pipeline is synchronized 24x7. Event data source systems can vary from databases to 

mobile devices. These event streams have to be stored permanently so that they can be 

processed later. If some application starts to give signs of trouble it needs quick response 

(online gaming, payment transactions, sensor data). Also, it could be useful to analyze 

event stream afterwards for future application versions.  

 
7 https://sqoop.apache.org/docs/1.4.7/index.html 
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Apache Kafka8 is designed for such tasks with server/client architecture. A Stream of 

particular type of events/messages is defined by a topic, which can be partitioned to 

buckets for fault-tolerance and replication. Producer publishes events to a topic. These 

event messages are stored to broker server cluster. Consumer subscribes to the topic from 

this cluster and data is read from the brokers. Message (key/value/timestamp) contains a 

byte payload. Encoding (serialization method) of the messages can be decided by user. 

Kafka guarantees only that delivery is sent at least once to consumer groups. Kafka 

guarantees ordered delivery of messages from a single partition. If messages are coming 

from different partitions the guarantee does not uphold. Multiple producers and consumers 

can publish and retrieve messages at the same time as seen in Figure 17. [KrN11] 

 

Figure 17. Kafka Architecture 

Kafka was implemented to Linkedin operations because they saw the Kafka benefits to 

make the system efficient and help Linkedin’s data warehouse operations. Kafka has a 

simple storage layout, transfer capability is efficient and Kafka is a stateless solution 

(consumer maintains how much information is consumed). Kafka does not know if 

consumer has consumed message but there is an option to use SLA covering the retention 

policy. Automatic deletion of messages from broker occurs after certain period (7 days 

usually). Below Figure 18 shows a simplified version of Kafka deployment at Linkedin. 

They have (2011!) one Kafka cluster co-located with each user-facing services datacenter. 

Frontend services generate log data and publish it to the local Kafka brokers in batch 

mode. Hardware load-balancer distributes requests to the Kafka brokers evenly. The online 

consumers of Kafka run in services within the same datacenter. [KrN11] 

 
8 https://kafka.apache.org/ 
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Figure 18. Kafka deployment at Linkedin 2011 

 

Stream based data warehouse loading is part of the modern data warehousing. Neha 

Narkhede, co-founder & CTO of Confluent has even gone so long as to say: ’ETL is dead; 

long live streams”. He is also the other author of research paper [KrN11] on Kafka. 

 

3.7 Data Lake Zones 

As in traditional data warehouse data processing steps can be divided into layers or zones. 

SQL Chick9 has an excellent presentation on Data Lake zones shown below. 

 

9 https://www.sqlchick.com/entries/2017/12/30/zones-in-a-data-lake 
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Figure 19. Data Lake Zones 

 

Interesting reference point can be drawn to Bill Inmon’s DW 2.0 - presented in chapter one 

- where data is divided to sectors, which have they own functionalities. 

Data Lake Raw Zone upholds the copy of source system and keeps history indefinitely. 

Raw data is then standardized to Standardized Raw Zone where format or schema varies, 

and files are consolidated. Staged Data Zone stages data for specific purpose or 

application. Archive Data Zone keeps data in storage and can be queried when needed. 

Curated Data Zone is cleansed and transformed data similar to traditional EDW and 

supports self-service. There are also Transient/Temp Zone for example for data quality 

operations, Master Data Zone for reference data, User Drop Zone for manually generated 

data, and Analytics Sandbox as a workspace for exploratory data science. 

3.8 Data Warehousing with Hadoop 

Hadoop platform has been used also for data warehousing purposes. Below is a typical 

scenario of Hadoop/EDW architecture. As described in 3.5.6 Sqoop can import and export 

data between the traditional OLTP systems and Hadoop ecosystem. [Vit18] 
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Figure 20. Hadoop in Data Warehouse environment 

Source data is ingested into HDFS. After that data is transformed and loaded to the targets. 

Transformations are done with Hadoop processing frameworks (MapReduce, Spark, Hive, 

Impala, or Pig). [Vit18] 

In Figure 18 scenario data is hosted on Hadoop through Hive, Impala etc. After that 

processed data is exported into enterprise data warehouse. With Sqoop it is possible to 

build ETL process for Hadoop data warehouse. Additionally, access to the data directly 

from the HDFS schema is possible with analytical tools. Shell or Python scripting are 

usually tools for this task. 

[Vit18] Hadoop advantages over traditional data warehouse are capability and flexibility to 

process complex data with large volume so that ETL process is completed inside time 

constraints. Distributed architecture balances load performance efficiently. Hadoop is more 

affordable solution than conventional data warehouse platforms. 

3.9 Architectural comparison for RDBMS and Hadoop 

The major advantages and disadvantages concerning Hadoop and RDBMSs architectures 

are listed below based on [Ser16]. 

RDBMS Technology advantages are that they are very mature and robust, they have many 

features, support for relational semantics and support for transaction processing. Also, 

extensive knowledge base and a large number of skilled professionals are available and 

interactive querying is easy. RDBMS works with structured data and supports strict ACID 
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transactional consistency, joins and there is built-in data integrity. RDBMS entities have 

relationships via constraints and limitless indexing. [Ser16] 

RDBMS Technology disadvantages include they are mostly proprietary software and 

licensing costs can be high, data must be structured and RDBMS have little support for 

complex data structures, fault tolerance requires complex and expensive approaches 

(redundancy). RDBMS are optimized for high-end custom hardware and scalability is 

limited and expensive. RDBMS does not scale out horizontally (concurrency and data size) 

– only vertically. Data is normalized, meaning lots of joins, affecting speed. It is difficult 

to work with semi-structured data. [Ser16] 

3.10 HBase 

Apache HBase10 is a so-called NoSQL (’non-SQL’, ’not only SQL’) database. By 

definition11 it is distributed, open-source, non-relational, and scalable. Originally HBase 

was intended to be modern web-scale database management system. HBase’s 

characteristics are schema-free, easy replication support, simple API and, eventually 

consistent / BASE (not ACID, ref. 3.3 CAP theorem). 

HBase's hosts very large tables - billions of rows times millions of columns – on top of 

commodity server clusters. HBase is a non-relational database modeled after Google's 

Bigtable. 

On top of Hadoop and HDFS HBase serves the similar capabilities than Bigtable same way 

that Bigtable gets its strength from distributed Google File System data storage. HBase 

features linear and modular scalability. It is a key-value store that uses HDFS for its 

underlying storage. [Whi15] 

HBase is said to be column oriented. Data is saved in groups of columns. HBase table 

schema structure consists of tables. HBase table collects the data rows. Column families 

are collected to row. Column family consists of columns. Finally column collects key-

value pairs. The reason to store values on a per-column basis instead is based on the 

assumption that, for specific queries, not all the values are needed. 

 

10 http://hbase.apache.org/book.html#quickstart 

11 https://hostingdata.co.uk/nosql-database/ 
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From the Codd’s 13 rules [Cod85] for database management system HBase fulfill the more 

generic rules, but it fails on other like rule 5: the comprehensive data sublanguage rule, 

defining the support for at least one relational language. [Geo11] 

3.11 Hive 

Apache Hive12 is an open-source framework for data warehousing on top of Hadoop. It can 

read, write, and manage large datasets using declarative SQL (HiveQL) from distributed 

storage. Hive is connected with command line tool and JDBC driver. 

Hive is a system for managing and querying data using structured techniques on Hadoop’s 

scalability and performance. It uses native MapReduce for execution at HDFS and Hadoop 

layers and data is stored in HDFS. Key metadata is stored in RDBMS. Hive has high 

extensibility, for example user-defined types, functions, and formats. Hive system 

catalogue contains schemas, tables, columns, partitions, and statistics used for query 

optimization. Facebook originally developed Hive when traditional solutions outpaced and 

outgrew. [Kri13] 

Hive organizes data into tables, which provide a means for attaching structure to data 

stored in HDFS. Tables schemas and other metadata is stored in a database called the 

metastore. The metastore is divided into two pieces: a service and the backing store for the 

data. [Whi15] 

In a traditional database, a table’s schema is enforced at data load time. If the data being 

loaded doesn’t conform to the schema, then it is rejected. This design is sometimes called 

schema on write because the data is checked against the schema when it is written into the 

database. Hive, on the other hand, does not verify that data when it is loaded, but rather 

when a query is issued. This is called schema on read. Schema on read makes for a very 

fast initial load, since the data does not have to be read, parsed and serialized to disk in the 

database’s internal format. On the other hand, schema on write makes query time 

performance faster because the database can index columns and perform compression on 

the data. But loading data in the database takes longer time. This implies that Hive would 

be better option when schema is not known at load time and there are no indexes to apply. 

[Whi15] 

 

12 http://hive.apache.org/ 
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3.12 Benefits of Hadoop 

Hadoop Technology advantages include open source, none or little licensing costs, uses 

cheap commodity hardware, supports heterogeneous hardware, data structure is not 

mandatory. Hadoop has deep support for complex data structures. It is designed for batch 

processing. massive full scans and is very fault tolerant. There is virtually unlimited 

scalability, and it includes advanced data compression. Hadoop is not a specific database, 

but instead an open-source software ecosystem that allows for massively parallel 

computing. There is no inherent structure (no conversion to relational or JSON needed). It 

is good for batch processing, large files, volume writes, parallel scans, sequential access. 

Hadoop suits for large, distributed data processing tasks where time is not a constraint. 

Also, some NoSQL databases such as HBase are built on top of HDFS. [Ser16] 

Hadoop software framework allows the user to quickly program and test distributed 

systems. Hadoop is a software framework that effectively utilizes parallelism and 

automatically spreads data across a computer cluster. Hadoop does not rely on hardware-

based fault tolerance and high availability, but the Hadoop library is designed to 

independently detect and manage fault situations in the application layer. Servers can be 

added and removed from the cluster dynamically without disruption to Hadoop. Not only is 

Hadoop based on open source, but Hadoop is also compatible with different platforms 

based on Java. 

3.13 Hadoop Criticism 

Hadoop Technology disadvantages include it is relatively new technology and complex 

architecture constructed by many components. There is a limited set of features still under 

development. Hadoop performance for interactive querying is poor and it has limited 

support for relational semantics (Hive, Impala, etc.) and little support for transaction 

processing. Hadoop is a file system, not a database. It is not good for millions of users, 

random access, fast individual record lookups or updates (OLTP). Hadoop is not so great 

for real-time analytics. Hadoop lacks: indexing, metadata layer, query optimizer, memory 

management, no ACID support, data integrity, limited indexing, weak SQL. There are also 

security limitations. [Ser16] 

Hadoop MapReduce has also been criticized by representatives of traditional database 

systems. [DeS08] criticizes MapReduce to be for the critically inclined database 

community a large step backward in programming paradigm for programming large data-
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intensive applications. MapReduce is a non-optimal implementation that performs tasks 

using raw power instead of indexing. It doesn't really bring anything new, but rather 

introduces techniques that were developed and well-known 25 years ago and most of the 

activities routinely included in existing database management systems are missing bulk 

load, indexing, updates, transactions, integrity constraints, referential integrity and views. 

Also MapReduce is non-compliant for database tools that users are used to using, like 

reporting and Business Intelligence tools, data Mining tools, replication tools and database 

modeling tools. Later, Apache has added to HDFS many of the services listed here. 

One issue with file-based system is too many small or very big files. They need more time 

for opening and closing rather than reading contents (worse with streaming). Hadoop has a 

serious Small File Problem. [GoP14] It is widely known that Hadoop struggles to run 

MapReduce jobs that involve thousands of small files: Hadoop much prefers to crunch 

through tens or hundreds of files sized at or around the magic 128 megabytes.  

It is one of the core components of Hadoop and it does not perform well for small files as 

huge numbers of small files pose a heavy burden on NameNode of HDFS and decreasing 

the performance of HDFS. HDFS is a distributed file system which can process large 

amounts of data. It is designed to handle large files and suffers performance penalty while 

dealing with large number of small files. There are ways to deal with it by a) changing 

“feeder” software, so it doesn’t produce small files (or perhaps files at all). If small files 

are the problem, mitigation is to change the upstream code to stop generating them. One 

option is to b) run an offline aggregation process which aggregates your small files and re-

uploads the aggregated files ready for processing. Lastly, it is recommended to c) add an 

additional Hadoop step to the start of jobflow which aggregates the small files before 

loading/processing them. 
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4 Cloud Data Warehousing 

Data warehousing architecture have evolved to address the demands of the data-driven 

economy and science. The cloud has been key innovations [Kra17] driving the evolution of 

the modern data warehouse. Concept is to create access to near-infinite, low-cost storage, 

improved scalability, the outsourcing of data warehouse management and security to the 

cloud vendors. Other innovations supporting data warehousing include massively parallel 

processing (MPP), which divides computing operation to execute simultaneously across a 

large number of separate computer processors (division of labor). Columnar storage stores 

each data element of a record in a column. Computer chip designs have enabled the 

vectorized processing to deliver much faster performance. Solid state drives (SSDs) store 

data on flash memory chips and accelerates storage, retrieval, and analysis. 

4.1 What is Cloud Computing 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines cloud computing [NIST11] 

as:  

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand 

network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., 

networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly 

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service 

provider interaction. 

NIST cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and 

four deployment models.  

Essential Characteristics of cloud computing according to [NIST11] are: 

On-demand self-service. A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, 

such as server time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human 

interaction with each service provider. 

Broad network access. Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through 

standard mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms 

(e.g., mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and workstations).  

Resource pooling. The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple 

consumers using a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources 

dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand. There is a sense of 
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location independence in that the customer generally has no control or knowledge over the 

exact location of the provided resources but may be able to specify location at a higher 

level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter). 

Rapid elasticity. Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases 

automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward commensurate with demand.  

Measured service. Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by 

leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of 

service.  

NIST [NIST11] definitions of service models in the cloud are: 

Software as a Service (SaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to use the 

provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The consumer does not manage 

or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating 

systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities, except for limited user 

specific application configuration settings.  

Platform as a Service (PaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the 

cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming. 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The capability provided to the consumer is to provision 

processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources. 

Finally, NIST defines also deployment models in the cloud: a) private cloud (the cloud 

infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a single organization), b) community 

cloud (the cloud infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of 

consumers from organizations that have shared concerns), c) public cloud (the cloud 

infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public) and d) hybrid cloud (the 

cloud infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures). 

4.2 Critical Features to Cloud-Based Solutions 

Enterprise Management Associates (EMA) has studied 2015 [Mye15] what is critical while 

deploying cloud-based solutions. They found out that security, reliability, and performance 

are the most critical features/functions for cloud-based analytical platforms. 
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Figure 21. Critical Functionality to Cloud Implemetation 

Security is the most important component of a cloud-based solution when information and 

data processing is done outside on-premises data center. Since security is partly out of 

control compared to on-premises data center, reliability and performance are the top two 

features/functions for cloud-based analytical platforms. Interesting observation is that costs 

are not the most important factor for respondents of this survey. 

4.3 Deploying Data Lakes in the Cloud 

The initial Data Lakes were deployed on-premises, mostly using open source tools from 

the Apache Hadoop ecosystem. Many of these on-premises Data Lake projects failed to 

fulfill the promise of Data Lake computing because of the complexity, slow time to value 

and heavy system management efforts. Original promise of the Data Lake remained and to 

keep this promise alive it is fortunate that cloud computing has evolved, and data storage 

technologies have matured. Now it is easier to create Data Lakes to leverage the power, 

flexibility, and near-infinite scalability of the cloud. 

Cloud gives performance, scalability, reliability, availability, different analytic engines, 

and economies of scale. Data Lakes are prime candidates cloud deployment.  

Better security and availability, faster time to deployment, frequent updates are main 

advantages for Data Lake in the cloud. Also, elasticity, geographic coverage, and 

affordable pricing based on utilization makes cloud solution a viable option for Data Lake. 
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Customers pay per usage and it is easy to ramp up the project and down if there is no sense 

or markets for it. ’Fail fast’ is the slogan for agile start-up companies. 

4.4 Technological background on Cloud Data Warehouse Applications 

Innovation and development behind cloud computing services have been fast in the last 10 

-15 years and these services are now mainstream and gaining foothold. Driver has been the 

amount of data generated from various applications and sensors (Internet of Things IoT). 

Google has been a big part on this driving force. As an example, couple of Google’s 

innovations are presented below. 

4.4.1 Google’s Bigtable 

There is a lot of innovation and development behind cloud providers platform technologies 

and services. To be able to process massive amounts of data fast providers have resorted to 

distributed calculation. One essential innovation has been Google’s Bigtable [CDG+06].  

Google published 2006 research paper on Bigtable. Google’s research team represented a 

distributed storage system for structured data that can scale up to petabytes of data across 

thousands of commodity servers. In this research paper Google team described the simple 

data model provided by Bigtable and its design and implementation. This type of 

technological advance enables ever expanding data management needs. 

The storage model is key-value map. Research paper authors call BigTable a sparse, 

distributed, persistent, multi-dimensional sorted map’. BigTable distributes data across lots 

of servers while keeping all the keys in that map sorted (global sorting). This feature 

allows doing both key lookups as well as scans over key ranges and key prefixes. The map 

is multidimensional. The extra dimension attached to all data stored in BigTable is a 

timestamp, which allow to go back in time and view data as it was at a previous point. 

[Gee18] 

4.4.2 Google’s Dremel 

Google’s Dremel was one of the first systems that combined a set of architectural 

principles that have become a common practice in today’s cloud-native analytics tools, 

including disaggregated storage and compute, in situ analysis, and columnar storage for 

semi-structured data. These ideas evolved in the past decade and became the foundation for 

Google BigQuery. [MGL+20] 
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Dremel is a distributed system for interactive data analysis that was first presented at 

VLDB 2010. That same year, Google launched BigQuery, a publicly available analytics 

service backed by Dremel. Today, BigQuery is a fully managed, serverless data warehouse 

that enables scalable analytics over petabytes of data. It is one of the fastest growing 

services on the Google Cloud Platform and suites well for data warehousing solutions 

where machine-learning algorithms are also executed on top of the same (raw) data. 

4.4.3 Google BigQuery 

Google as the inspiration for the creation of Hadoop, created an effective alternative 

Google BigQuery13. The fully managed platform for large-scale analytics allows users to 

work with SQL and not have to worry about managing the infrastructure or database. The 

RESTful web service is designed to enable interactive analysis of huge datasets working 

on conjunction with Google storage. 

Users may be wary that it is cloud-based which could lead to latency issues when dealing 

with the large amounts of data, but given it is unlikely that data will ever have to travel far, 

meaning that latency shouldn’t be a big issue. Some key benefits include its ability to work 

with MapReduce and Google’s proactive approach to adding new features and generally 

improving the offering. [LaT20] 

 

Figure 22. Google BigQuery Architecture 

BigQuery is a relational-style cloud database that is capable of querying terabytes of data 

in seconds rather than hours. SQL can be used to explore large data sets and runs 

traditional OLTP-styles queries (SELECT, UPDATE) scanning, filtering, and aggregating 

 
13 https://cloud.google.com/bigquery 
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rows into some meaningful summary data. BigQuery has datasets that contain tables. The 

datasets mainly act as containers, and the tables - like a relational database – are a 

collection of rows. Each table contained in the dataset is defined by a set schema. It means 

each row has cells that fit to types of the columns defined in the schema. BigQuery rows 

typically don’t have a unique identifier because BigQuery is intended to be used as an 

analytical storage and querying system, and not meant for transactional queries. Bulk load 

is typical use case, but streaming data or streaming ingestion into BigQuery is also possible 

using client library. In these cases, it is preferred to enforce uniqueness constraint to avoid 

duplicate values due to connection issues and similar. Exporting data from BigQuery needs 

only export job defined and data is dropped into Cloud Storage bucket as comma-

separated, new-line separated JSON, or Avro. BigQuery charges for queries based on the 

amount of data processed. [Gee18] 

4.5 Cloud Service Providers/Ecosystems 

Market shares for cloud service providers are quite centralized to three main providers: 

Amazon Web Services (AWS), Coogle Cloud Platform (GCP) and Microsoft Azure (also 

Alibaba Cloud has come to compete for market shares). They all provide necessary SaaS, 

PaaS and IaaS services for processing Big Data workloads and building data warehouse 

platform for analytical solutions and machine learning. 

Canalys estimates [Can20] market size for cloud infrastructure to exceed 31 billion dollars 

at second quarter of 2020. Top providers are still AWS, Microsoft Azure and Google. 
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Figure 23. Markets shares of cloud infrastructure providers Q2/2020 

4.5.1 Amazon Web Services 

AWS was the first cloud computing and offering infrastructure as a service in 2008. AWS 

provides different solutions for storage and main storage service is Simple Storage Service 

(S3). Amazon Web Services provides different types of solutions specifically to data 

warehousing purposes. Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute EC2 is used for virtual servers in 

the cloud. For data warehousing AWS provides Redshift [Red20] solution, which is 

defined as data warehousing platform. Amazon calls it “Fast, simple, cost-effective data 

warehousing”. 

For MapReduce solutions AWS has developed Elastic Map Reduce EMR, which is a 

hosted Hadoop solution framework (Hadoop as a Service, HaaS). Amazon RDS is a 

managed relational database service for MySQL, PostgreSQL, Oracle, SQL Server and 

MariaDB. Amazon DynamoDB is managed NoSQL service. Amazon Aurora is high 

performance managed relational database. AWS Glue is used as ETL tool to prepare and 

load data. 
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Figure 24. Amazon Web Services (AWS) ecosystem tools for DW 

Amazon Redshift 

Amazon Redshift is a fast, powerful, fully managed, petabyte-scale data warehouse service 

in the cloud. Redshift is a relational database designed for OLAP scenarios and optimized 

for high-performance analysis and reporting of very large datasets. Redshift is based on 

industry-standard PostgreSQL and most existing SQL client applications will work with 

only minimal changes. The key component in Redshift data warehouse is a cluster, which 

is composed of leader node and one or more compute nodes. The client communicates only 

with leader node. Each cluster contains one or more databases. User data for each table is 

distributed across the compute nodes. Key decision is how to distribute the records across 

nodes. There is three table distribution styles. Even distribution is default and distributes 

data uniformly regardless of the data. Key distribution distributes rows according to the 

values in one column. All distribution keeps the full copy of the table distributed to every 

node. [BBB+17] 

4.5.2 Microsoft Azure 

Microsoft Azure [Azu20] provides similar services for data warehousing as AWS. Azure 

Data Lake Storage is massively scalable and secure Data Lake for high-performance 

analytics workloads. Azure Cosmos DB is fast NoSQL database with open APIs for any 

scale. Blob storage is massively scalable and secure object storage for cloud-native 

workloads, archives, Data Lakes, high-performance computing, and machine learning. 

HDInsight is cost-effective and enterprise-grade service for open source analytics 

frameworks—including Apache Hadoop, Spark, and Kafka. 
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Figure 25. Azure ecosystem  

4.5.3 Google Cloud Platform 

Google Cloud Platform [GCP20] provides storage services (Cloud Storage), compute 

services, database (Cloud SQL) and data warehouse services like BigQuery introduced 

previously. 

 

 

Figure 26. Google Cloud Platform (GCP) ecosystem tools for DW 

4.6 Cloud Data Warehouse Deployment Options 

Cloud data warehouse can be deployed in three ways [Kra17]. Traditional data warehouse 

software can be deployed on cloud infrastructure on standard RDBMS engines like SQL 

Server, MySQL, and Oracle and also to vendor-specific implementations of RDBMS. This 

could easy be the first step to outsource infrastructure and scalability challenges while 

using already deployed codebase. 
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Second option is traditional data warehouse hosted and managed in the cloud by a third 

party as a managed service. The data warehouse is hosted on hardware installed in a data 

center managed by the vendor. 

Third option is a true SaaS data warehouse, also known as Data Warehouse as a Service 

(DWaaS). The vendor delivers a complete cloud data warehouse solution (hardware, 

software, DBA). This option scales up and down on demand and brings quality assurance 

and operational efficiency with the solution. 

4.6.1 Snowflake 

One DWaaS vendor is Snowflake14. Snowflake’s architecture [Sno20] is a hybrid of 

traditional shared-disk database architectures and shared-nothing database architectures. 

Similar to shared-disk architectures, Snowflake uses a central data repository for persisted 

data that is accessible from all compute nodes in the data warehouse. But similar to shared-

nothing architectures, Snowflake processes queries using MPP (massively parallel 

processing) compute clusters where each node in the cluster stores a portion of the entire 

data set locally. This approach offers the data management simplicity of a shared-disk 

architecture, but with the performance and scale-out benefits of a shared-nothing 

architecture. 

 

Figure 27. Snowflake architecture 

 

14 https://www.snowflake.com/ 
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5 Discussion and Analysis 

5.1 Traditional DW Architecture and Methodology 

Chapter one covers classical data warehousing and compares Data Mart model to 

Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW). Discussion circles around Ralph Kimball’s 

dimensional model and Bill Inmon’s CIF. Bill Inmon recommends building data 

warehouse that follows top-down approach. Inmon’s data warehouse philosophy starts 

with building a big centralized 3NF enterprise data warehouse (EDW) where all data from 

transaction systems are consolidated into a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and 

nonvolatile collection of data that supports decision making.  Next step data marts are built 

for analytic needs of different parts of the organization. 

In Contrast to Inmon, Kimball recommends building data warehouse that follows bottom-

up approach. In Kimball’s methodology data warehouse development starts with mission 

critical data marts that serve different analytic needs of the organization. These data marts 

are integrated together for data consistency through a so-called information bus. Kimball 

promotes dimensional model to address the needs of the organization in various areas. 

5.2 Traditional DW Challenges and Critique 

Traditional data warehousing solutions have several challenges. Cost can rise to millions of 

dollars in software and hardware expenses. Solution takes months in planning and 

procurement. Data warehouse is difficult to set up and needs time for implementation and 

deployment processes. It requires to define data models and ingestion processes for data. 

Database administrators are needed to keep queries running fast and protect against data 

loss.  A lot of data (dark data) can be found in multiple siloed data stores. This dark data 

never ends up into a data warehouse for analysis purposes and stays hidden from the 

decision-making process. Maybe the biggest problem with traditional data warehouse is its 

scalability limits. When hardware has been acquired and setup is done it fills fast and only 

option is to buy bigger platform. [Lin02] 

The conformed data mart concept is also in trouble. Data mart combines fact tables that are 

linked together with primary and foreign keys. This constructs star schemas linked and 

related together. Then it becomes evident that there are numerous problems with this data 

model methodology. Subject oriented information is isolated. There is a lot of data 

redundancy. Query structuring is sometimes inconsistent. Scalability issues and fact table 
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linkages with incompatible grain make data mart difficult model to manage. There are also 

synchronization problems when (near) real time loading is required. Almost biggest 

difficulty and issue for conformed data mart lies in data granularity. How to get on the 

right level. Aggregated data for each fact table must be understood and get assurance of 

aggregation stability and consistency over time of the relationship. Each fact table structure 

must stay consistent and not change. New dimensions are not added to fact tables. All in all 

data model design, scalability, and flexibility is limited. [Lin02] 

5.3 Data Warehouse vs Data Vault 

Dan Linstedt created the Data Vault to surpass these challenges on traditional data 

warehouse setups. Data Vault architecture ensures the reduction of redundancy. The data 

vault Satellites store only the delta’s or when information has changed on the loaded data. 

If split process splits Satellite to new Satellites they run individual delta processes before 

inserting the new rows. Duplication of columnar data is kept to a minimum and storage 

space is saved. In comparison to dimensional modeling, type 2 dimensions (add changed 

record as new, mark old inactive) possibly replicate data across many columns. This 

creates copies of information endlessly and also generates new keys. [Lin02] 

Data vault is designed to enable parallel loading as much as possible, so that very large 

implementations can scale out without the need for time consuming redesign. According to 

Dan Linstedt, the Data Model is inspired by a simplistic view of neurons, dendrites, and 

synapses – where neurons are associated with Hubs and Hub Satellites, Links are dendrites 

(vectors of information), and other Links are synapses (vectors in the opposite direction). 

Data mining algorithms can run on links to be scored with confidence and strength ratings. 

They can be created and dropped in accordance with learning about relationships that 

currently do not exist. The model can be automatically adapted, morphed, and adjusted as 

it is used and stored with new structures. [LiO15] 

Data vault solves the problem of change in the environment by separating the uniquely 

identifiable business keys and the associations between those business keys, from the 

descriptive attributes of those keys. The business keys and their associations are structural 

attributes, forming the skeleton of the data model. The data vault method has as one of its 

main premises that real business keys only change when the business changes and are 

therefore the most stable elements from which to derive the structure of a historical 

database. If using these keys as the backbone of a data warehouse, it is possible to organize 
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the rest of the data around them. This means that choosing the correct keys for the hubs 

(key-tables) is of prime importance for the stability of data model. The keys are stored in 

tables with a few constraints on the structure. [LiO15] 

5.4 Data Vault Issues 

Some disadvantages for Data Vault have been listed15. Data Vault is labelled 

“Hypernormalized” and the data model can be seen more abstract than usual data 

warehouse modelling. One issue is that Data Vault is not easy to query. Specifically, M:M 

links mean every query needs to handle this. Also, satellites have multiple rows and query 

must find appropriate one.  To automate Data Vault fully, it requires metadata management 

capabilities and consistently following to the standards. Also, not all constraints can be 

enforced. 

One technical issue in discussions16 have been that data vault model is based on mpp 

computing, not smp computing, and is not necessarily a clustered architecture. Answer for 

this is that data vault model is not mpp dependent just because it is based on mpp 

mathematics. Therefore, it does not mean it does not run properly on smp architecture. It 

does not require mpp in order to be performant or successful.  All this means it 

is enabled to run on mpp if the platform is available. 

5.5 Data Lake Challenges 

Chapter three covers Data Lake architecture. Raw data stored without proper control of the 

contents is the main challenge with a Data Lake architecture. If Data Lake data is wanted 

to be usable, there needs to be cataloging and security procedures in place. If one of these 

elements are missed, data cannot be found or trusted. This ends up to a “data swamp." 

Essential requirement to Data Lake is governance and access controls. 

Organizations typically want to have data warehouse and Data Lake. This combination 

serves the various needs and use cases. When organizations using data warehouses see the 

benefits of Data Lakes, next step is to evolve data analytics solution to include data 

warehouse and Data Lake to enable various query capabilities, use cases for data science, 

 

15 http://roelantvos.com/blog/is-data-vault-becoming-obsolete/ 

16 https://danlinstedt.com/allposts/datavaultcat/potential-data-vault-issues/ 
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and discovering new information models with advanced capabilities. This evolution 

Gartner calls ‘Data Management Solution for Analytics’ or DMSA. [Gar20] 

5.6 Data Warehouse vs Data Lake 

Amazon17 has compared data warehouse to Data Lake on different characteristics in Table 

2. First difference is data itself. Data warehouse contains usually structured data but Data 

Lake processes also semi-structured and unstructured data. Data model in data warehouse 

is predetermined but in Data Lake it can be defined when loading data in. Data Lake can 

also be cheaper option to. Data quality management is usually stricter on data warehouse 

solution since Data Lake solution contains more raw level data. User base is more 

heterogeneous in Data Lake environment.  

 

Table 2. Comparison of Data Warehouse characteristics to Data Lake 

Modern data warehouse platform can integrate data from various systems. These systems 

can include structured data as in OLTP systems, semi-structured data as in social media 

information feeds and unstructured data like free form binary data, documents, pictures, 

and videos.  

 

17 https://aws.amazon.com/big-data/datalakes-and-analytics/what-is-a-data-lake/ 
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Both Hadoop and traditional RDBMS EDW can be used for data warehouse purposes, but 

there are definite differences. Table 3 lists comparison points between Data Warehouse 

and Hadoop (MapReduce) [Whi15]. 

 

Table 3. Data Warehouse compared to Hadoop MapReduce 

 

5.7 On-Premises / Cloud / Hybrid Architectures 

When comparing on-premises data warehouse solution to cloud-based there are several 

factors pointing to choose cloud over on-premises. One practical argument is flexibility. 

That fits well to situations when there is no clear picture how much storage and computing 

capability is needed, so it allows experimental approach while scaling up and down 

capacity depending on the solution load. Maintenance activities are outsourced, upgrades 

and patches to software are handled by cloud service provider. Total cost of ownership 

(TCO) is also easy to estimate using cost calculators available. 

Sometimes it is necessary to have partly on-premises, partly cloud solution. In this hybrid 

architecture version, it can be suitable to handle migration gradually or keep some parts of 

the data management internally on specific regulation situations. This can be usually 

managed by cloud by defining the region or availability zone for data location if there are 

conflicting regulatory compliances. Otherwise organization can reside in geographically 

disparate locations and has many lines of businesses. 

5.8 Performance Benchmark 

This work presents different platforms suitable for data warehousing. Interesting is to 

compare these platforms performance capabilities to each other. Next performance 

Basis For 

Comparison 

Data Warehouse Hadoop MapReduce 

Data size  Gigabytes Petabytes 

Access Interactive and batch  Batch 

  

Updates Read and write many times  Write once, read many times  

Transactions ACID None 

Structure Schema-on-write Schema-on-read 

Integrity High Low 

Scaling Nonlinear Linear 
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benchmark concentrates on Hadoop and cloud data warehouse implementations. [PPR+09] 

Defined a benchmark consisting of a collection of tasks that they run on an open source 

version of MR as well as on two parallel DBMSs. Berkeley’s AMP lab18 [AMP14] used 

this benchmark as baseline for their own benchmark setup. They compared performance 

for several analytic frameworks. In this benchmark platforms verified are Redshift, Hive, 

Shark, Impala and Stinger/Tez. 

Workload for [AMP14] benchmark measures response time on a different type of 

relational queries. Main setup for test execution was running benchmark on a public cloud 

and the results are written to an output table. Below couple of snapshots from the results of 

Scan query and Aggregation query. Other queries in the benchmark included different data 

size joins, and UDF's. 

 

Figure 28. Scan query results 

Scan query tests the table data throughput of read/write on each framework. Impala (mem) 

and Shark (mem) performed best (by avoiding disk). Redshift has the best throughput 

while using disk data because Redshift clusters have more disks. Also, columnar 

compression is used, and Redshift bypasses a field that is not in query scope. Fewer disks 

were for HDFS throughput with Shark and Impala. 

 

18 https://amplab.cs.berkeley.edu/benchmark/ 
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Figure 29. Aggregation query results 

In aggregation query columnar storage feature in Redshift results greater benefit than in 

Query 1. The same raw throughput for in memory tables is achieved with Impala and 

Shark. Impala reaches high latency for larger result sets because Impala materializes fast 

output tables. 

In the more recent benchmark Roi Avinoam19 has compared 1/2018 in his blog Google 

BigQuery and Amazon Redshift performance. Redshift was configured with correct 

sortkeys and distkeys and then executed a real-world scenario. Below in table 4 are the 

results from this benchmark test. From the results it can be seen that BigQuery’s load 

operation performs slightly better. Also, other measured test data set processing showed 

that Redshift outperforms BigQuery in 9 out of 11 use-cases. But then simplicity was 

found the biggest advantage of BigQuery over Redshift. BigQuery hides the details of the 

underlying database, configurations, and hardware. BigQuery works out of the box. At the 

same time Redshift’s effective optimization requires a deep knowledge and special skillset. 

[Avi18] 

 

 

19 https://blog.panoply.io/a-full-comparison-of-redshift-and-bigquery 
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Table 4 Redshift vs BigQuery performance comparison 
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6 Conclusions 

A data warehouse is used as a central repository of information coming from one or 

more data sources. The data is transformed, cleansed, and deduplicated to fit into a 

predefined data model. A data warehouse is designed for data analytics. Data 

warehouse involves ingesting reading large amounts of data to help discover 

relationships and trends from the data. Source systems are integrated together to form 

enterprise data warehouse (EDW), which can be dimensionally or 3NF modeled. Both 

modeling styles have pros and cons described on chapter one in this work. A data mart 

is a simple form of a data warehouse focused on a specific functional area or subject 

matter and contains copies of a subset of data in the data warehouse. Data marts can be 

built from a large data warehouse, operational stores, or a hybrid of the two. Data marts 

are simple to design, build, and administer. However, because data marts are focused 

on specific functional areas, querying across functional areas can become complex 

because of the data distribution. 

Data Vault presented in chapter two was created to tackle shortcomings of 

conventional data warehouse. Data vault data model is fairly simple and has strict rules 

to follow. It is suitable for solutions where it is vital to have traceability on data (audit 

trail). Data vault’s scalability is better than in traditional data warehouse solutions. 

Data vault can be implemented also to serverless architecture like Google’s BigQuery. 

Big data problematics can be resolved with Data Lake implementation. Data Lakes can 

handle the scale, agility, and flexibility required to combine different types of data and 

analytics approaches to gain deeper insights in ways that traditional data silos and data 

warehouses cannot. They give organizations the flexibility to use the widest array of 

analytics and machine learning services, with easy access to all relevant data, without 

compromising on security or governance. Technology components for Data Lake are 

mainly industry developed and include such functionalities as column-oriented 

databases, NoSQL, serverless architecture and massively parallel processing (MPP). 

Cloud-based data warehousing is now available in main cloud computing service 

providers platforms. Data Warehouse as a Service (DWaaS) is a near-infinite scalable 

solution. Cloud service providers have created ecosystems and service catalogs that 

cover all needed functionalities for modern data warehousing such as storage options, 
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data models, ingestion and streaming tools, machine learning and automatic scalability 

based on workload. 

Machine-generated data (IoT) and 5G will be the next challenges for data warehousing 

platforms. Specifically, 5G has potential to put even petabyte-scale solutions on knees 

without a new leap in data warehousing technology. Big Data challenges in 5G 

networks has been studied in research paper [Ras19]. 5G in practical terms consists of 

high-speed data transfer and world-wide connectivity. 5G is expected to reach about 20 

Gbps. It means 5G must be agile and highly scalable to perform different application 

scenarios (machine-to-machine M2M, IoT). Characteristics of 5G pushes Big Data 

applications to concern things like data density (number of devices increasing), traffic 

diversity, connection density, heterogenous sources, complex architecture, ultra-low 

latency, and reliability. 
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